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SENIOR RECORD 
Bordine. Hulda-Secretary.Tfeasurer Senior Class...... __ __ Cambria 
Combs. Arthur B.-Band' 16; Orchestra '16 _ _ __ . Monrovia 
Fergus. Ernest L-Football . I S. '16; Prwdent Senior Class Santa Barbara 
Matthews. Arthur-President Ag. Club '16; President Student Body'16; 
Journal Staff '16; President Junior Class; Football '16; Track '16 
........ , . _.. __ __ Berkeley 
Seward. Bloaaom. . __ Oakland 
Wieland, Frank-Vice.President Senior Class; Vice-President Mechanic.' As· 
sociaion; Track '14, 'IS; Track Captain '16; Football '14. 'IS, '16; 
Baseball '14, '\ 5, ' 16 San Luis Obispo 
SENIOR CLASS MorrO 
'Ti.r quaiit.\' ,,(If qual/tit.\'. tllat fOIll/tS. 
CLASS COLORS: Blue and White.
 
CLASS FLOWERS: Blue and White Violets.
 
CLASS TREE: Weeping Willow. 
CLASS HISTORY 
The class of 1916 is not a regular class. Because the coune was changed 
from a three to a four year course, there was to have been no clau of '\6. Sev­
eral students, however, previous to coming to the Polytechnic, had attended high 
school and had credit. which would enable them to graduate this year from 
the three year course. 
The class was not organized until the autumn of 191 S. as the previous year 
its memben joined the Sophomore class for social events and athletics and for 
giving the Senior banquet at the Andrews Hotel. On September 13. 1916 the 
students who entered the Polytechnic as Senion. although few in number, de­
cided to have a class of their own. 
The c1alll was organized with Ernest Fe.rgus as President, Frank Wieland, 
Vice.President, and Hulda Bordine. Secretary and Treasurer. 
Although the class of • 16 has no special honor bestowed upon it. yet it. 
members have worked hard to become worthy of the sheepskin and of the tra­
ditions of the Polytec.hnic School. 
HULDA BORDINE '16 
• 
Pugt Snit. 
c 
CLASS WILL 
We. the Senior clan of 1916 of the California Polytechnic echool. on the 
ninth day of June. 1916. being of sound mind and body and knowing that our 
end i, near as a model for the following elanes. hereby make and declare our 
last will and testament in the following clauses: 
1st: We. the Senior class, will and bequeath to the cia.. of 191 7 the power 
to rule the lower classes. 
2nd: We, the Senior dan.. will and bequeath to the cia.. of 1918 the ability 
to become Juniora and the privilege of queening. 
3rd: We. the Senior class, will and bequeath to the cia.. of 1919 the power 
of welcoming the Freshman class of 1920 and showing them their place. 
4th: We, the Senior cia... will and bequeath to the student body the good 
impreaaion we have made as a small but mighty cia... 
I. Hulda Bordine. will my loud voice to John Leonard and my ability to 
cram for eIam. to Dutch Carey. 
I. Arthur Comb., will my banjo.guitar to Ellen Hugh« and my .ilver loclu 
to M. Souza. 
I, Arthur Matthew.. will my ability as a preacher to SebJUltian and my big 
booll to 1.la Kohler. 
I. BloNOm Seward, will my position in the Spani.h cla.. to lOme digni6ed • 
Senior and love for queening to Alta Truelove. 
I. Erne.t Fergus, will my ability to climb telephone POlts to Ben Schlocker, 
and my Pugilistic ability to Beard. 
I, Frank Wieland. will my talkative attitude to R. Beaty (if he CIercisel 
it frequently) and my abilily to sprint to Lee Dolch. 
Lastly, we hereby appoint the class of 1917 .. the CIecutOri of this, our 
lalt will and teltament. 
In witne.. whereof. we have hereunto subacribed our name. the ninth day
 
of June in the year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and liIteen,
 
CLASS OF 1916. CALIFORNIA POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL 
CLASS PROPHECY 
One day when I was walking down Market Street in San Francisco, I looked 
at the billboard of the Portola Theatre, To my lurprise, I read that Frank Wie­
land, the recent "Movie Star," was playing in the greatest play of the season, 
I purchased a ticket and went in. After I had seen the photoplay, current events 
were Ihown upon the screen. I could hardly believe my eyes, but the firlt picture 
showed Blo"ow S.'78l'd leated in the Speaker's chair of the House of Represen­
tativea at'Wnh1ngton, D. C. She had been nominated by the Woman'l Anti­
Peace Party founded in 1935. and elected through the popularity of lOme of 
her famous speeches. 
The next picture .ho.....n was that of the great inventor of the day, Arthur 
B. Comb.. A brief history of his inventions was given. beginning with his days
 
at the California Polytechnic School when he invented a device for heating water
 
where no heat wal available.
 
The third picture wal one Of a man away up in Ala.ka. On his dog-Ileigh
 
he had a sign which read: "Ernest Fergus, travelling saleaman for the Shine 'Em
 
Up Shoe Polish Co."
 
The nCIt picture .truck me as rather humorous. It .howed Arthur Matthew.
 
introducing into Agriculture the giraffe to take the place of the ladder in orchard..
 
The picker, litling on the animal's head. could reach the fruit without exertion on
 
hi, part.
 
• 
"ug,. Fiqlal 
• 
• 
• 
After a shorl intermission a reel was shown which almost brought tears to 
my eyes. It gave a very vivid picture of the slums of New York City; of the ter· 
rible sufferings during the cold winter; of little children going barefooled and 
poorly clad in the .now, and of older boys and girls going hungry to their work 
in the dirty. smoky, dingy factories. But here came a good Samaritan, Hulda Bor. 
dine. who was a Salvation Army girl, helping lOme poor old lady to carry an old 
dirty sack haH filled with coal. 
Thi. was the end of the .how. I was very glad that I had noticed the bill· 
board and thus seen whal myoid classmate. at California Polytechnic were doing. 
A. I walked down Market Street again, all I could think of was the picture. 
I had .een. But my aUention was suddenly arrested by a loud crashl I looked 
around, only to see Aying glan and bottles. This came from an explosion in the 
San Francisco Chemical Co. A. I drew near to see what had happened, I saw 
Spencer Parmelee. wearing an apron and holding a broken test tube in his hand. 
crawl from among the broken bottles and glass. He informed me he was the 
proprietor of the Company and had been experimenting on some new kind of 
powder. which wa. to be used in case the Germans ever went to war again. 
As night was coming on. I thought I had better leave. 80 I told Bug goodbye. 
and took an aeroplane for home. 
ARTHUR MATTHEWS ·16 
PRESENTATION OF SPADE 
This spade, with the colors. representative of the classes which have gone 
before us. has been entrusted to the care of the clan of 1916 by our prede<:eIIOrL 
Following the cu.tom originated by the first graduating cia. of California 
Polytechnic School. we use this spade to plant the tree which will stand in the 
years to come as a memorial of the class of I91 6. 
Honorable President and members of the Junior Class., in presenting this 
spade to you, I implore you to protect and guard it through the following year. 
so that the wi.hes of the first graduating clan of our Alma Mater may be sue? 
cessfully fulfilled. 
ERNEST L. FERGUS. 
Senior Class Pre8idenl. 
RESPONSE 
Guardian of the Spade. Honorable Seniors, and Fellow Students: 
As President of the class of 1917, and on behalf of that noble aggregation 
of American citizens. the most inAuential since the organization of this wonder· 
ful institution. I accept with the greatest of pleasure this historic spade, bestowed 
upon us by the class of 1916. One of our chief aims .hall he to guard loyally 
this sacred instrument, as it hal been guarded by the classes who have come and 
gone before us. I wish to congratulate the class of 19 I 6 upon their achieve· 
menls while here. and express the wish that it. members may all achieve greater 
things after they leave u•. 
MARTIN C. MARTINSE 
• 
FACULTY 
May Secrest 
• 
• 
Margaret Chase Elsie Whiting 
C.Nichols 
Mary Hartzell Belle Williams 
• 
A.L.Nelson 
•
 
FACULTY• 
• 
C.A.Binns 
Amy Nichols Grace Hill 
E:L.Westover 
Nelle 5mith 
H.C.Figge 
J.M.Johnston D.W.schlosser 
• 
• 
o 
• 
We have tried to record within the covers of this book. the school life 
of our institution al it is. We have. perhaps without exception. thought UnraVOl· 
ably at one time or another of certain phases of our school management. But 
when we ,lop to consider that an evolutionary movement hal taken place. that dur­
ing the palt sehool year a noticeable and marked advance has been made in 
every line of endeavor which has been undertaken. can we do Ie.. than acknowl­
•
edge that everything hal worked out for the mutual benelll of all) We have had 
a lueceuful year in athletic.. We have made fine plagTed in our new military de­
partment and band. We have received numerous addition. to our equipment. In 
• 
view of theae faell let UI not forget those who have been responsible directly or 
indirectly lor this development. the onel who have been the prime movers and 
worked incessantly and unselfilhly for the benefit 01 the school. To summarize 
it all, in our admiration of our product3 let us give due credit to the producers. 
To our honored seniors who are about to leave UI, we extend our best 
wilhel. We hope that they will take advantage 01 the opportunities 01 life in the 
same manner that they did while here. Seniors. although you are lew in num­
ber. you have played an important factor in our school affairs. 10 we therefore 
leel that you will be sadly milsed. 
We take this opportunity of extending to the bUlineu men of San Luis Obilpo 
our heartiest thanks for their support in making this "Journal" pouible. We are 
also grateful to the faculty and the Itudent body for their co-operation and aid. 
Our new contemporary "The Polygram," is a bright. newsy little four page 
paper. hi editors are to be congratulated on the splendid Ihowing which they 
have made. The editors of the Journal wilh them a prosperous future for their 
enterpriling sheet. 
We also extend our best wishes to the members of the stafT of 1917. We hope 
they will meet with every possible succesl. 
The editors of the Journal announce that lhe prizes offered by the literary de­
partment were won by Harold Stewart for general and Frank Orrantia for depart­
mental contributions. The editors much regret that. owing to lack of space. Mr. 
Orrantia's article. a long one. could not be printed. h is hoped that some oppor­
tunity may be found by which his pape-. one on soils and fertilizers. may be pre­
sented to the students.
 
To Mr. Orrantia also goel the honor of winning the prize for the best and
 
most original drawing.
 
• 
•
 
•
 
STAFF 
Artn\lrRMI~ 
.I0S,11 
Alt. Truelove 
SOCIUV 
•
 
•
 
The editors have departed frem the usual order of things and omitted the list 
of names nnd addresses of the alumni of C. P. 5. This we did for two reasons: 
•There is now published a bulletin of names and addresses which is distributed free 
by the Director's office; in addition the list has grown too long to be published In 
a Journal devoted to the year's school inleret:ts and activities, • 
This department solicits communications from alumni members and would be 
glad to publish such as proved readable. To insure publication it is necessary to 
h:lve copy by May 1. 
We feel like urging alumni to let us hear from them during the year. Every· 
one is pleased to listen to a leiter from an alumnus when read in Assembly, 
and such lellen thow that the alumni have the welfare of the lichool at heart. 
• 
•
 
•
 
Q)rglmi:mtiollS
 
AMAPOLA CLUB 
The girls" club. the Amapola Club. was founded by the girls January' 2. 1910. 
with the help of Mia Margaret Chase. The club was named by May Brumley, 
now Mrs. Archie Cheda. The name Amapola was considered appropriate. 81 it 
stands for California poppy. 
The hrst president was Judith Curtis. 
Each year lome subject is taken up by the club. One: year the girls studied 
Kipling; another, travel talks; and another. current events.
• 
The club is nol only beneficial to the: girls but haa been a great influence 
In bringing them to know that their intercatll are one. and in uniting them in 
spirit. 
The officers are elected semi-annually, 
The present officcn are: 
Ethel Colon President 
Alta T ruclove. Secretary 
Alice Rhyne. Treasurer 
MilS Hartzel Faculty Advisor 
1.la Kohler Sergeanl.at.Arms 
Pugl Fi/lult 
•
 
AGRICULTURAL CLUB 
The Agricultural Club of the California Polytechnic Sehool stand. for the 
•promotion of good fellowship and of that side of an agriculturist's life that is 
not diacuned in the class room. There are many phases of Agriculture that the 
text book can not give us; these. with the modern scientific. diaeoverie. and ex­
periments in our lines, we study in our club. During the past year we have been 
favored by men who have spent year. in studying the theory and principles of 
Agriculture and then years in practically applying these theories. These men. 
both professors of our achool and men outside. have greatly impressed upon UI 
lhe importance of our club', welfare. We realize the benefit derived hom their 
talks and discunionl, and also from training ourselves to debate and discuss im­
portant quelltionll in the club. 
The meetings of the club have been held the first 31111embly period of every 
month. Considerably more time could be used to good advantage. 
Every sludent enrolled in the Agriculture Course at the School enjoys the 
privilege of membership in the club. A llmall membenhip fee is charged in order 
to give our usual social functions as is the custom, and to meet the running ex­
•penses of the club. It was the club'. idea to have a day when the school's friends 
might be invited and entertained. As a result we have what is called the Farm­
ers' Picnic. A most interesting program is arranged, including a very elaborate 
display of the work done by the students of all the various departments. This 
simply goe. to show the interest shown by the members and prove. the worth of 
a club lluch as the Agricultural Club of our echool. 
OFFICERS 
Arthur Matthews.. . ........ Prellident
 
Benj. Tognau.ini . Vice President 
William Begeer._ . Secretary 
E. Andrewll .................................•............ .. T reallurer
 
•
. 
•
 
THE MECHANICS' ASSOCIAnON 
In order to unite the mechanics students of the California Polytechnic School 
under 8 centralized head, the Mechanics Association was formed. 
By its means. present day problems which are con.tantly arising in the 
various mechanical departments may be discussed and solved. It affords the 
students a chance to become better acquainted with each other', work and with 
outside work not discuued in the daa rooms. At the regular monthly meetings 
of the Allociation, lectures of various kinds, some illustrated. have been given by 
different me-mben of the faculty, Students of the upper dassel may be called 
upon to prepare papers or lectures on mechanical problems of interest to them 
and deliver them before the organization. 
Every mechanici student registered in the institution may become a member 
of this association. To defray the operating expenses a small monthly fee is 
charged each member. A part of this money is used annually in giving an enter· 
tainment for the faculty and the student~body. 
Though this organization is still young in years, it has helped the mechanics 
students in various departments of their work, such as in the problems of elec· 
trieity, physics and hydraulic engineering. We feel that it is a great aid in fur­
thering the interests of the mechanical department of our IIChool. 
OFFICERS 
David E. Tell . . President 
Frank X. Wieland __.Vice President 
Perry Martinsen __ _ 5ec::retary-Treasurer 
Cheater Whaley __ __ ._. __ __ .. .. Librarian 
•
 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•
 
The beginning of this sc.hool year found Poly in pone..ion of a new depart­
menL By an act of Congress all the State Agriculture Schools are required to give
• in.truction in the e1emenb: of military science. 
• 
The fint few week. of drill were trying to officers and men alike. The tran.­
formation of raw recruits into trained cadets i. indeed an undertaking which re­
quires .kill and patience. Under the capable leadership of Commandant Schlos­
ser we progressed rapidly and lOon marched and wheeled like veteran.. Captain 
John.ton was in command of Company A which was composed of the Dormitory 
boy.. Company B was under the command of Captain Thyle and later Captain 
T ognauini and was constituted of Juniors. The Sophomores made up Company 
C under Captain Matthews. and the Freshmen. Company D under Captain Bald· 
Win. 
On October 8 a competitive drill was held on the parade grounds. Com­
pany A under the able leadership of Captain Johnston. carried off the honors of 
the day. Company C took second place. Company B third, and Company 0 
fourth. 
From that time on it was hard drill with only a little diversion now and 
then to break the monotony. On November 5. the battalion under command 
of Captain Johnston marched to town and went through the parade formation. 
On December 9, an examination for officers was given. Kellogg. Baldwin, 
E. Rodriquez, Orrantia and Tognanini passed the captain's and lieutenant's ex· 
amination. E. Andrews and Morton passed the sergeant's, and Erickson, Scar· 
lett, Davis, P. Martinsen, S. Smith, Beaty, Souza and Harris passed the corpor­
aI's examination. 
At the beginning of the second terrm the cadets were reorganized and 
formed into two companies under the following officers: 
Company A-Captain Johnston.• First Lieutenant E. Rodriguez, Second Lieu­
tenant T ognazinni, Acting Sergeant Scarlett, Bugler Matthews and corporals Er­
icluon, P. Martinsen, S. Smith and Harris. 
Company B-Captain Ke.llogg, First Lieutenant Baldwin, Sergeant E. An­
drew., Bugler Begeer and corporals Davis and Beaty. 
Later. Captain Johnston was made Major. Lieutenant Baldwin became Captain 
of Company A. and cor..,oral Beaty, First Lieutenant of Company B. 
February 9 heralded the arrival of the first installment of uniform.. The 
uniform. made a great change in the drill, not only in improvement in general 
appearance, but also no improvement of spiriL 
o 
On March 3. there was another examination for officers and a subsequent 
change as follows: 
•Major Senior Johnston. Major Junior Beaty. and Acting Sergeant Major D. 
McMillan. Company A. Captain Baldwin. First Lieutenant f.. Rodriquez. Sec· 
ond Lieutenant Tognauini. Sergeant Harri.. Bugler Begeer. Corporal, M. Martin­
aen. Peroni. Wilk.in.. S. Smith. • 
Company B. Captain Kellogg. First Lieutenant Matthew.. Second Lieuten· 
ant E. Andrew.. Firat Sergeant Muzio. Second Sergeant Souza. Bugler Crawford. 
Co!"porals Olander. Davis and Broughton. 
In all our reviews and parades we have been helped very much by our mil· 
itary band under the leadership of Commandant Schloncr. The lack. of guns 
bas been a great hindrance to the cadeta. but nexl year we hope to have the 
proper equipmenL 
The cadets will give a batallion review at the Athletic carnival May 19. and 
a parade at the Farmers' Picnic.. 
We have been very succeuFuI in getting the good out of the milita.ry depa.rt. 
ment without the bad featurC8 and there is not a cadet but that has been benefited 
by the drill. This success we owe to the perscverance and patience of Comman­
dant Schlosser and the untiring efforts of Major Johnston. Next year. with our 
new equipment and a corps of ex.perienced officer.. we upect to make military 
drill one of the biggest and beat departments of the school. • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
,
 
• 
MATIKA 
Matika arole from her rush mat by the huge grinding stones. and looked 
through the open door of the tiny hut into the canyon below. Gloriou. was the 
view that met her gaze: glorious even to the Indian woman. though she had seen 
it countlell times before. The moon, high above the top of the nearest mountain. 
tinged with shimmering tinsel each tiny bush. each Rowering shrub. each stolid 
oak. It penetrated even to the primitive dwelling beneath a magnificent bay· 
tree. Matika. however, was lad and weary. for had .he not watched thus every 
night for many moons for her absent husband. who had left with Portola for 
distant land,> 
In 1769 that famous leader had palsed through the region. bound for Mon· 
terey, and dellined to make a more famoull journey and discovery. Passing 
through the Canada de los 05011. he wall compelled to forage for food with which 
to replenish his dwindling larder. He was informed by the natives of the place 
that the OS08 Canon was infested by numerous wild animals. particularly by 
fierce and wary bears of a nocturnal disposition. Bancroft informs us that he was 
very lIuccel8ful in catching the crentures, and won the admiration and loyalty of 
the people. in helping them to rid the valley of the ever-present menace. The 
chief of the tribe. IIpas. husband of Matika, was 10 greatly impressed. indeed. 
that he determined to travel with the great and wonderful people who knew 10 
many things. Bidding farewell to his wife and people. he took his eldest son. 
Mayan. a child of four years. and traveled with the illustrious chieftain to hill 
faraway goal. 
So Matika waited. Three years had passed. yet no sign of her absent ones 
had reached her. Her people had cared for her. yet she felt restless, and longed 
to go in search of her dear ones. But this evening she had heard strange rumors; 
the whites had come again. but they were strangers. and their leader was a 
straight. stern man, who cared not for the preUy finery that his countrymen had 
earried. So she gazed. and at last her patience was rewarded; they were coming. 
They carried their shooting-stick.. and they were here to kill bears again. But 
no figure detached itself from the main body. Her man had not come with Lieu­
tenant Fages. 
Three months later more men came. They stayed at Tixlini, half a league to 
the east. and they built a large house of adobe in which they did strange things 
and performed strange rites. Matika ohen went into the town, and she heard 
and saw many new things. The Indian families came to trust the Spaniards. and 
one by one came to live in the village. Many of them learned the Spanish tongue, 
and soon they called the town Tixlini no longer, but by the Spanish name, San 
Lui. Obispo. They began to love the priests, and brought to their friends the 
news of the kind way in which they were treated; eoon the Mission Indiane. or 
neophyte., numbered many score. 
So the yean paued. Matika became an expert weaver. and, though there 
was ever a yearning in her savage heart. she lOon learned to be content in her 
new quarten on the Mission grounds. and came to love her work. The uprising 
occurred in 1794, when San Luis Obiepo Mission had 946 neophytes. 6500 head 
of cattle and hOrKe. and 6150 sheep. In that year the neophyte. of the many 
miuions tried to destroy it. Matika watched the faithful Indiane and the Padres 
attempt to repel the invaders. So intent was she on watching the struggle from 
the safety of her latticed window, that she did not hear the door open until a 
stealthy footstep warned her of an intruder. Whirling about. she confronted a 
debauched Indian. hi. Raming face and burning eyes ahowing only too well hi. di... 
gusting condition. She cried aloud. It was Ilpas. 
"So this is what you have learned," she cried in her native tongue, forget­
ting her long years of anxious waiting. "They promise to teach you useful 
things. and you return to bum. to rob, to kill." She stopped in horror and 
gazed in bewilderment at the Indian. With his heritage of high strung nerves and 
outdoor habits. he was unable to stand the strain of yean of debauchery and .in, 
and his weakened heart had failed him. He lay at her feet. a living thing no 
longer. It was well. for his surviving companions were caught and taken to 
Monterey, where they were shot for arson. 
He was buried in the churchyard. and Matika, old far beyond her years. still 
worked on at her loom. 
In the year 1818, though the Mission had undergone many political changes. 
Matika still lived in her workroom in the new. red-tiled mission building. In 
that year Bouchard. the famous South American pirate, .topped at Refugio, near 
what is now Port San Luis, to harass the rich ranchers. Father Martinez despached 
35 men to drive the marauder away, and in so doing captured three of hi. ras­
cally crew. 
What a triumphal proceS5ion as he entered the town I The heart of Matika 
swelled with admiration as the victors marched up EI Camino Real, with the cap­
tives in chain. stalking before. But what is thi.1 A. they past her, Matika note. 
that one is an Indian, drested as a Spaniard, it is true, but an Indian for all that. 
And, ah, doe••he hear aright, or can it be the whi.pering of a fargone memory, 
when .he hears a captive address the Indian, calling him Mayan I But it is hel 
It is hel He has his father's form, his eyes. his unusual features. It i. her son, 
Mayanl But what, can it be that-yes. too true, too true. for they have placed 
the captives agianst the wall. and the soldiers have their muskets set. Her eyes 
grow dim, .he is powerless to cry out. she cannot move. She is unable to eee: she 
cannot speak, but the rattling crash of the muskets of the firing squlfd dins in her 
ears. and as the last echo comes Roating back from majestic Bishop's Peak, it 
mingles with the sigh of her expiring soul. "Civilization" has claimed its due. 
-H. S. S. 
WHAT NECESSITY LEADS TO 
Six. months ago when I was in Philadelphia. my purse was stolen from me. 
lt was taken from my room at night. so I had ab80lutely no clew to follow. All 
the money I had with me was $53.00, and as unfortunately it was all in my purse, 
I was left without a cent. I tried to get a job, but. as I was a stranger in the 
place, I waa unsuccessful. I tried to get a meal in several places. but soon found 
I'dgo' Ttl',"I,. tWD 
•
 
•
 
• 
• 
• 
•
 
• 
,
 
•
 
that the people had no sympathy for beggars. Being disgusted with this, I left 
the city. I followed a road. not knowing where I wall going or why I was going. 
When I was about two miles from the city I came to a large trash pile. I 
topped and looked at it, wondering if there could be anything useful in it. I 
made up my mind to go and see. Perhaps I might hnd some half rotten apple. 
or onion.. 
The first thing in it that attracted my attention was a large number of neat 
little can.. They were all the same size; about &8 round 8S a dollar and about 
half an inch thic.k. They were yellow in color and didn't have anything printed 
on them. I picked one up and a:amined it. wondering what it could have been 
used for. There were no traces of anything inside of it, and a8 it was useless. J 
dropped it and went on turning over old sacks, cans, and other junk. I soon 
found a potato that was in fairly good condition yet. but as I naturally dislike pota· 
toe.. I did not attempt to eat it. Next. I came across a lot of Ry paper full of 
dead Riell, and as I looked down at it I said to myself, "You poor creaturelll I 
may have been unlucky, but you were far more unlucky than I have been." With 
pity in my heart. I went on. The next thing I found was a bottle about half full 
of .arne liquid. I removed the cork and brought it dose to my nose. It had an 
u;tremely strong smell, so I placed the cork back again and. knowing that the 
stuff wal useleu, I dropped it. As I went on, lurning over everything that wal 
in front of me. I accidentally picked up a heavy can. It wal rather small. about 
half-gallon in size. so ill weight attracted my attention. I quickly removed the 
lid and looked in. It was a little over half full of a dark, yellow grease. I thought 
it must have been some foodstuff, but. before attempting to tasle it, I brought the 
can dose to my nose.. III odor was even worse than that of the liquid, so I 
dropped it in disgust and went on to complete my search. I found nothing more 
of importance so J sat down tired and hungry. 
I sat there for about twenty minutes. not knowing what to do. I flnally went 
back to look at the potato, but it was useless to look at it: when I couldn't even eat 
good boiled potatoes, how could I ever eat a bad raw onel I looked at the lit· 
tie cans and wondered if I might not try to sell them. But where could I aell 
them} That kept me thinking for a while. but finally I gave up. I looked at the 
dirty grease. Suddenly a new idea struck me. If I should fill the little canl 
with greaae. I might sell them for some kind of medicine. Thil would be dishonest 
but I had to do lomething. With the idea in mind thai this would work. I gal 
busy and put all the greale into the little cans. Unforlunalely there wasn't 
enough to fill them all. but I fllled thirty-one. That wasn't 10 bad. after all. 
Now I was afraid that somebody might know what the contentl wal. After 
wondering for a while what I should do to disguile it, I thought of the bad-smelling 
liquid in the bottle. Certainly the two luch bad odors mixed together could be 
detected by no one. I got the bottle and put about four or five dropi of the liquid 
on top of the grease in each can. 
I now wondered what my medicine should be used for. I flut thought of 
headache, but I changed my mind because the very Imell of il almost gave me Ii 
headache. Next I thought of toothache, but who would dare to put such stuff 
into his mouth I The same reason made me give up the idea of using it for colds, 
sore throat.. and stomach ache. 
My difficulty in finding some ailment for which I might make believe it was 
a cure led me to give up the idea of using it for human beings. But there were 
lome difficulties if I was to use it on animals. I wouldn't be able to ell it in the 
city because the people in the city kept few animals, and to sell it to those in the 
country. I should have to walk much farther. as the houses were not dose to­
gether. nor would people believe that a medicine man who went around on foot 
was much of a fellow. 
For these reasonl I had to come back to human beingl again and find some 
ailment that would fill the requirements.. My salve wouldn't do for earache. It 
might do for cull and aeratches but such a grease might cause inRammation and 
further trouble. It might be all right for headache but-eornsl That wal the 
Pugt T'h:ody-lh,,<'C 
very thing I Uu.ually corn medicines are put up in .mall package.. Even if the 
odor was bad, nobody would notice it away down in the .hoes. 
I put all the little packages into my pocket. and .tarted off. I hadn't gone 
twenty feet when I pulled one out and looked at it. I thought it did not look ex­
actly a. it should. There must have been something missing. r d forgotten the 
label. I A medicine wouldn't sell very well if it didn't have a label. 
I went back to the trash pile to look for IIOmething from which I might make 
labels. To my delight, there Wall the Ry paper. And it had the glue on already. 
All I had to do was to scrape off the unfortunate Ries and cut it into label.. I 
picked up a piece but it had "Catches the genn as well a. the Ry" printed all over 
the back of it. I was about to throw it down when I noticed that there might be 
room for six or .seven labels from each sheet, as the prinling on the back was put 
on in circles. I placed one of the little cans between two of the circles and found 
that it 6tted exactly, 110 I cut out a label with my pocket knife which, fortunately, 
had not been taken from me. It didn't tum out a. round as it should be. I didn't 
have a compass with me, but the few empty can. that were left over might do. I 
placed one on the paper, scratched a circle around it, and then cut it out. It was 
the exact me, 110 I cut out thirty more. 
The next thing was to 6nd a name for my medicine. That wa.n't hard. All 
I had to do was to invent lOme unusual name. I thought 'Iova" would do, 110 I 
wrote on each label "Tova com remedy. Sure cure for corn... • 
Once more I turned my footsteps toward the cily. and this time I didn't turn 
back. 
I IIOld a package in the very 6r.t house I called at. Being 110 successful with 
the hrst package. I lost all my fear, 110 I went happily along from hou.e to house. 
I met with failure in only two places. I charged between twenty.6ve and fifty 
cent. for each package. according to the amount of interest the perlOn .seemed 
to have in the remedy. By this method I was .ure to sell one in almost every 
place I came to. When my packages were gone, I left the city a. lOon a. pas· 
.ible. 
About two week. later in a cafe in Baltimore, I picked up a paper to read 
while I waited for dinner. A. I read through the titles, I found one that intere.ted 
me. It read: "Man .elll false com remedy'" I read it and found the descrip. 
tion of a man in Philadelphia who had .old a mixlure of rancid lard and impure 
vinegar for a corn remedy under the name of T ova corn remedy. Officers were 
looking for him all over that city and also in the neighboring cities. 
I quietly .tepped out of the cafe without my dinner. I didn't feel safe any­
where. I thought that every man who looked at me was a detective with hi. war· 
rant and requilition papers in hi. pocket. I took a .treet car to the .tation and 
Ihere I boarded a train for California. -M. SOUZA. 
MEMORIES 
I lit upon the sandy shore 
And look out o' er the lea. 
The breakers' wierd and dismal roar 
Sad memories bring to me 
or days gone by when life was young, 
And love of life wal dear.
 
And love's sweet IIOng was gaily lung
 
While bonny jack was near.
 
But jack hal gone to di.tant shore.,
 
A sailor lad was he.
 
He sailed away to far Azores
 
And ne' er came back to me.
 
The breakers' roaring surges .peak
 
Of bonny jack that's gone.
 
Ar.d tell of fanner hopes now bleak,
 
And love. though vain, still strong.

S. B. 
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A WARM ADVENTURE 
One bright sunshiny day in May, a friend of mine came to my home to see• 
me. He lold me hi. object in coming was to sec if I could get off that day to 
take a little wandering journey with him into the wood.. His advice was 10 Itart 
8S soon al pouible if we figured on getting back at a reasonable hour. Obtaining 
permiuion to go. I next aaw to it that the cook put me up a lunch while I changed 
my dothes. As my friend had brought his lunch along with him. we started on our 
way immediately. 
Upon enterini' the foreat at the edge of the village. we lOon found ourselve.l 
light-heartedly trudging along a little trail. Aside from the .ongs of bird. which 
twittered merrily from every tree top. things were as still as death. Thil stillness 
went to lhe very depths of our soul. and made UI start suddenly, expecting some­
thing Frightful to happen. even when we heard a common little sound. So re­
Freshing and balmy was the air that at each breath taken I felt like a dilierent per­
son; in fact I felt a. if I were a part of ature herself. Coing deeper into the pine 
fore.t. we noted that the tree. were gdting higher and loftier than those we had 
previou.ly paued. We left the trail before long and turned oli at a direction 
diagonal to the one in which we had been going. A walk of a couple of hours 
found UI viewing with .urprise a Imall lake of Iky blue water nestled In ugly in a 
little valley far below. and ,urrounded by high hilll on either lide. Buzzardl were 
circling here and there far above the waten of the little lake. After aazing at the 
.eene a while longer. we made a hasty dcacent. The ground wallO well littered 
with old pine needles that it came near being the cause of our falling headlong 
more than once. At lalt. however. the lake was safely reached. and as we were 
both feeling hungry. no time was lost in consuming our lunch. 
Our lunch being over with. we took a rest. and then .pent a little time in 
examining the wonderful lake. We found it to be quite deep in places. while in 
others it was seen to be comparatively shallow. The bottom wal pebble-strewn 
to a considerable extent. A number of large trout inhabited the lake. and every 
now and then one would suddenly display himself in the moat gorgeous way imag. 
inable by leaping clear of the water to a diltance of a fool or more above it .ur­
face. Their .eale•. Ihining brilliantly in the noon day aun. gave them the appear­
ance of .0 many diamonds. I had now wandered a lillie way back from the lake 
in hopes of making a new di.eovery. when I was .uddenly .tartled by the sound 
of a low droning noise. Clancina upward. I waa lurpriled to .ee a peculiar cone· 
Ihaped Itructure neatly attached to the under side of an overhanging limb which 
wal not more than twenty feet or so above the ground. Upon looking more closely 
I could plainly lee many little insecta. closely resembling bees. Aying in and out 
of thil structure through a 1mI'll hole near the top. Feeling naturally bent on mia­
chief that day. I foolishly and thoughtlessly picked up a stone of fairly good size 
and, lummoning all the strength I could muster. threw it at the cane. The deed 
was done in the wink of an eye. The cone came Aying to the ground with an ugly 
tear in ita side, and from this hole myriads of the bee-like inlecta were pouring 
forth like .moke. My Friend, happening to be coming up at that moment. IJ3W at 
a glance what a terrible plight we were in. Yelling to me to follow him, he made 
a da.h for the lake. and we ran a. we had never run before. We were not quick 
enough, however, for the maddening little creaturel were now furious. I waa 
made aware of this fact by a sudden burning feeling all over my head. which felt 
about the same al if red hot needles were being jabbed into it. instead of the 
weapona of these .eemingly hannle.. creatures. Their next auault was on my 
leg. and face. which underwent the same fate as the top of my head. Upon 
reaching the brink of the lake we splashed head first under the lurface. We 
arose gasping for breath in the icy water to find the lalt of the enemy were disap­
pearing from light. We swam For the Ihore and pulled ourselve. out dripping 
wet. We were both of us pretty looking sightsl My companion had fared about 
as badly aa I. Our heads and legs were awollen to an abnormal size. and we could 
hardly see. My friend was the first of the two to apeak. and he lurely did give 
me a severe tongue lashing. He told me that it was a nelt of hornetl that I had 
stirred up, and that I had beller be careful not to let such a foolish thing occur ever 
again. There wa. no danger, however. as I had learned a very good lesson. 
Before Itarting back. we lay in the sunlight to get warm. and to let our 
clothes dry out fairly well. To reach the point from which we had dillCovered 
the lake wal a slow and laborious task; when we finally succeeded in finding our 
trail. the sun had long since gone down. A full moon rose. and lit up our home· 
war way fairly well. Things took on such wierd and fantastic shapes that our 
hearu were in our mouth. till we reached the village. When we arrived safely 
home our wounds were given immediate allention. but it was a good two weeks 
before they were thoroughly cured. Those two weeks will always Itand out in my 
memory as ones never to be forgolten. -PAUL BEARD 
THE INVAUD'S DREAM 
Dream. dream. dream; 
Nothing better to do. it would seem, 
Dreaming of loved ones. passed away. 
Dreaming of those who will miu me .some day. 
Miu me. perhaps. and perhaps not at all. 
Little I've done that a friend could recall. 
Though if I could I would cheerfully work; 
Tasks the most difficult never r d shirk. 
But here I am in my rolling chair. 
The only place that Cod could spare 
To let me dream. dream. dream. 
H. T. 
OMAZ 
Omaz wal a young Cheyenne. He was finely built. the best athlete in the 
little tribe, and was noted for his quick thought in emergencies. A larger tribe 
of Blackfeet. which was friendly towards the Cheyennes. lived about twelve miles 
away on a small river. 
One autumn day, when all the men of the little village were away hunting, 
the treacherous Blackfeet came upon the defenseless village. burned all the wig· 
wams. and stole a highly.prized wampum belt. which the chief had won in a foot· 
race. The homeleu Indians moved to join a larger tribe about twenty.five miles 
away, but the belt could not be left. and some punishment mUlt be inAicted upon 
the thieves. A. the Blackfeet were superior in numbers, it would have been 
suicide to attack them in force, so the victory must be obtained by strategy. Omaz 
said that he could bring the belt back. so selecting a 1IC0re of men. he started for 
the hostile camp, As the Cheyennes had moved, the Blackfeet were not anticipat. 
ing any attack. Omsz left his friends behind a rock near the water's edge to 
watch and come to his rescue if he were captured. The Indians were holding a 
council. 10 Omaz lucceeded in reaching the largest tent. which he knew to be the 
chief's, without being seen. Upon entering, he saw the desired article around a 
small image. He put it on and studied out a plan of revenge. In front of lhe tent 
was a fire. Waiting until a great deal of excitement had been raised over a 
speech. Omaz crept to the fire and seizing a burning brand, hurled it inside the 
tent, As he did the, the whole camp was aroused. Speeding to the river he 
leaped in. A shot rang out and he sank from view. The Indians watened care· 
fully. but as he did not reappear they concluded that he had been killed. Now 
they set about getting the fire under control. 
Meanwhile a portion of the leaves. which had become clogged on the oppo· 
site shore. separated from the main body and Aoated slowly down stream. When 
behind lhe rock concealing the Cheyennes, they parted, and Om8%. Iwam to shore 
to hi, anxioul friends. Then the little band made itl way home. having accomp· 
lished lheir purpose well. The Blackfeet village had been entirely consumed by 
the Aames which rapidly spread during the search for the lost Indian. Its former 
occupant. moved to Canada. many miles away. For hi, achievement Omaz wal 
given a belt like that of the chief.. He was honored throughout the camp. 
-LEE OlTO 
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THE MYSTERIOUS CARD 
Mr. Douglal. a New York banker. Was visiting hi. relatives in France. One 
evening about a week after his arrival, he told his aunt that he would dine that 
evening with some acquaintances whom he had promised to meet at a nearby 
cafe. Upon hi. arrival at the appointed place he found that his friend. had not 
yet appeared. He therefore walked into the dining room to wait for them. ~ 
he stood talking to the cashier he noticed a heavily veiled woman jUlt leaving 
une-scorted. He also observed that she had left a card on the table from which 
me had dined. JUlt then the cashier was called out. Mr. Douglas saw that he 
was nol being watched. so he stepped to the table and picked up the card. On 
one .ide of it was written a woman's name. On the other aide there were xv· 
era! sentence. written in a language unknown to him. 
Hi. fint thought was to tear it in bits. but upon rec;onsidering. he dec;ided to 
find out what was written on it. 
Hil aunt had been a teacher of three languages a few yean previous, 10 
he supposed she would have no trouble tranllating it. He. accordingly. went to 
her with the card. A. she read it, her face grew very pale then suddenly she 
fell in a .woon. Mr. Douglas immediately applied water to her forehead. When 
she had recovered consciousness she exclaimed. "Leave my hou.se at once and 
never darken my doors again'" He was perfectly bewildered. Explanation did 
no good. 10 he left the houae, taking the card with him. 
He next decided to go to the library and translate the aentence. himself from 
the dictionary. He didn't know what language it was written in. 10. upon hi. 
arrival, he handed the librarian the curiosity and asked her to please give him a 
dictionary in which he could find the words that were written on the card. 
After she had finished the .sentences. she called 10 a policeman who hap. 
pened to be nearby and told him to put the man out. While Mr. Dougla.s de­
parture was being forced, he was told to leave town in three days or go to jail. 
He became 10 curious thai he decided to have the word. tranllaled by the 
myslerious woman herself. Much 10 his satisfaction. he found her name in a tel­
ephone directory. Consequently he made an appointment with her for the fol. 
lowing day. 
The next day. as he knocked at her door. he was confronted by a nune who 
lold him that her mislreu was on the verge of death and could receive no visitors. 
By this time Mr. Douglas was 50 overcome by curiosity that he brulhed by 
the nurse and rushed into the bedroom. JUlt as he reached the patient's side 
she drew her lalt breath. 
He became 10 angry by lhe thought that his last chDnce of finding out the 
contents of the card wal gone, that he tore it into bils and threw il into the fire­
place. 
-SARAH BUSHNELL 
DESPERATION 
I lie in bed and try to Ileep
 
But jingles fill my brain.
 
My feet are cold, oh. very cold.
 
I feel almost insane.
 
Alasl Alasl an hour has passed
 
And still I'm wide awake:
 
I roll and tou from side to side,
 
I fear my head will break.
 
I solemnly do swear an oalh
 
Here in this bed of mine.
 
When next I must write poetry,
 
I will not make it rhyme.
 
• 
S. B. 
"OLD RELIABLE" 
Exactly at six o'c1ock every morning she would come for her breakfast. She 
was seldom a minute later or a minute earlier. We called her Mary, but in 
some way the name did not suit her. 
She was very old, though no one knew her exact age. Her face was wrin­
kled and plainly showed her nationality, Indian. Mary washed every Monday 
and her washings were always of the purest white. She always stooped down and 
blew under the t\lb. after putting them over a fire. She would never accept much 
money for her work but a family for whom she washed might expect her at meal­
time any day with her .tolid look and commanding word. of "heap hogerdie," or 
biacuit. 
She ate noiselessly and had excellent table mannen. though no one could find 
out where she learned them. She never talked or a.ked que.tions except when 
.peaking was unavoidable. In spite of this I liked, better thany anything else. to 
watch her at work with her bracelet and rings Aashing out of the soapy water and 
her many bead necklacC1l swinging back and forth with each movement. 
-ISLA KOHLER 
MAY 
Oh, May's the month of all the year
 
When spring is in a hum
 
Oh, May's the month of bright good cheer
 
For each and every one.
 
The month when all the Aowers and trees,
 
Abloom in blossoms rare,
 
Are kissed by countless honey bees
 
Whose murmur fills the air.
 
P. B. 
SCARLET FEVER 
Last summer when I was in San Francisco I went out to the Fair Grounds 
one day. On the Zone in front of a certain amusement place an immense crowd 
was trying to gain an entrance to 'Ioyland." 
It was very warm, and such a crowd I Everyone wall pushing and shoving 
and pulling, trying to wedge his way in. 
I noticed one small boy who would go a little way and then be pushed back 
and almost trampled on by the crowd, He tried and tried for a long time to make 
some headway, but could not. At last. tired and worn out, he stood still for a 
few minutes, seemingly trying to think of something. 
All at once hill face lit up, he stood on tip toes and shouted at the top of hill 
voice, "I've got llCarlet fever." In an instant the crowd parted leaving an en­
trance to the doorway. The child rushed in and saw everything with-out scarlet 
fever. 
-HELEN SHIPSEY 
AN OLD YARN IN RHYME 
She is a dame known far and wide
 
Who, ill would speak of none.
 
Good words she had for every soul
 
Of kindneu he had done.
 
"Of one at least." a friend exclaimed
 
In tones almost pathetic.
 
"No good of Satan can be told."
 
"Indeed, he's energetic:'
 
S. B. 
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A FRESHMAN'S MONDAY
 
I
 
We come to school at eight-fifteen:
 
Miss Hartzell greets us first.
 
With books and papers we are scen,
 
And brains about to buut.
 
II 
To	 physiology we go 
To oral quiz or test. 
She ask. us questions we don't know 
And you can guess the resl. 
III 
In study time we work so hard 
To get our lessons done. 
That we might miss that bright blue card. 
So far. we haven't one. 
IV 
And next to sewing class we go 
To have Miss Whiting tell 
UI how 10 baste. and rip and sew 
Until we do it well. 
V 
And now a sunny noon i. here 
For us to play baseball. 
We'll Iland the sophomores. no fearl 
For game.. we'll win them all. 
VI 
Miss Williams next we go to see 
And then proceed to draw. 
We make the letters a, b. c. 
The best you ever law. 
VII 
At English One. Misl Chase we sce. 
In speech, and tense, and voice 
A good and wise instructor she. 
For which we all rejoice. 
VIII 
In General Science now we meet 
Mill Hartzell young and gay. 
She gave each one a different leal 
Because she liked to play. 
IX 
Next. down the stairs we have to fiy 
To get our gym suits on. 
We reach our Ioc;kers with a sigh 
To find our shoes are gone. 
X 
Then to gymnasium each one speeds 
And maybe to her doom; 
We follow where Miss Whiling leads 
Around and round the room. 
R.	 M. 
•
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The California Polytechnic School opened fOf regular work September 14. 
with a return of almost all the sophomores and juniora. and a freshman c1au 
numbering forty.l1ve. 
The new teachers elected to flll the position. left vacant by Mr. Rubel, Mr. 
Jackson, and Mfa. Loomis arc Mr. elson. Mr. Binn•. and Mr. Schlauer. MillS 
Hill look Mr. Bailey'. place in the business office. Mr. Figge i. the new instruc­
tor in Forgc. , 
Military drill hal been added to the COUTsea of study for the boys this year. 
Mr. Schlouc:r and Mr. Johnston have lhe supervision of this courae. 
California Polytechnic School received Firat prize at the San Diego Fair for 
the belt school e.xhibiL 
The Amapola Club gave an entertainment on November 19. in the Anembly 
hall. The play, "Min Fearle.. and Company" was very well preaented. 
During the year we have had several good speakers. Mr. Sehwarnkopensky, 
a Ruuian. attired in prison dren, gave us an interesting account of the conditions 
in Runia. Mr. McClaren imperaonated Robert Burns, and gave with admirable 
expression, a reading of that author's most famous poem.. The Rev. Mr. Mat· 
thews of the Christian Church. of this city, told us of his experiences in Cuba. 
Rev. Mr. Brown spoke on the useleunes, of seeking for the pot of gold at the 
end of the rainbow. Rev. Mr. Todd of the Baptist church, used for his subject, 
"Youth is the Morning of Life." On March 8. Mr. Chas. Alexander gave an in· 
teresting talk on the "Life of the Poet. Dunbar,"' and rendered with unusual abil· 
ity, a reading of many of that poet's works. 
After being victorious in an interclass football game. the Sophomores and 
Freshmen surprised the juniors and Seniors in assembly when they came in bearing • 
a casket. containing. as they said. the remains of the junior and senior clane.. A 
very solemn funeral service followed. 
On November S. the cadels and band marched through the slreels of San • 
Luis Obispo advertising the Santa Barbara football game. 
Seventeen of the Poly football squad were given block letters at an impres. 
sive assembly which was held the last Wednesday before the close of the winter 
term. The junior girls had charge of the program. The first number waa a selec· 
tion by the school orchestra. Talks followed by Messrs. Carus. johnston. King. 
Keefer. SchloHer. and Ryder. Miss Secrut presented the letters awarded by the 
girls to the player.. Thue were doughnuts made in the form of the letter P. Mr. 
York awarded the school letters and alao presented each player with a football 
watch fob pendant. Those receiving letters were Captain Guy Baldwin, Maurice 
Cheda. Hamilton Morton. George Difani. joseph Gates. Frank Kellolg. Arthur 
Scarlett. Arthur Mathews. Irwin Harvie. Albert Muzio. David Tell, Martin Mar· • 
""9t Tfairt)· 
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tinson. Benjamin Tognazzini. john Brown. john Leonard. Che.ter Whaley, and 
Frank Wieland. 
During many of the auembly periods this year. slides on current events have 
been shown. The accompanying lectures given by Mr. Carus have proven very 
intere.ting and beneficial to the students. 
Irwin Harvie has been elected football captain for next year. 
A 30·H. P. Caterpillar for the Agricultural department. and a 50·H. P. gM 
engine at the power house have been added to the equipment of the Calilornia 
Polytechnic School this year. 
The creamery building was satisfactorily remodeled early in the year. 
On April 19 the new moving picture machine. recently bought by the 
school. was tried out for the first time. 
The po.ition of the library and study hall has been changed. The library 
is now on the main 800r of senior hall in the south end of that buliding and ad· 
join. the .tudy hall. 
Mr. C. W. Rubel. former instructor at Polytechnic, is now County Farm 
Advisor of Alameda County. 
Mra. Loomi. is teaching music in Miss Wa.hburn·s school at San jose and 
also	 in the Lo. Gatos school.. 
Mr. C. A. jackson i. in Seattle. 
Mr. j. S. Bailey i. bookkeeper for a fruil company at Carpenteria. 
The band which was organized this year by Mr. Schlosser. con.i.ts of the 
following:
 
Mr. Schlosser Direetor
 
joseph Gates Drum Major
 
Frank Kellogg. Tildo Tomasini. Lee Otto. George
 
Harrison ' Cornets
 
joe Lynch. john McGillivray, Archie Plaskett. Alto.
 
Arthur Comb•. Eugene Carey. Clifton Taylor. Leland
 
McRae Trombone.
 
Arthur Scarlett. Everett Chandler Baritones
 
Perry Martin.en Tuba
 
Fred Fingerhul Cymbal.
 
Theodore Erickson, Irwin Harvie........... Drum.
 
The achool purcha.ed 18 musical in.truments during the year. Several of 
the boy. have made their own instruments. 
Those playing in the school orchestra are: Mr. Schloaser. Mias Hartzell. 
Arthur Combs. Mrs. Johnston, Frank Kellogg. Tildo Tomasini. Mr. johnston. 
Arthur Scarlett. Theodore Erickson. and Irwin Harvie. 
On April 26th at anembly. the track medals. given by the S. L. B. A.. were 
presented by Mr. Ryder. Gold ones were awarded to Matthews. Creen. Wie­
land. Tomasini. Scarlett and Harvie: silver, to Harvie. Wieland, and Green; 
bronze. to Creen and Wieland. Those receiving achoolletten were Wieland. Creen. 
Harvie. Matthews, Toma.ini, Scarlett and Mr. Caru.. Mr. Carus was given a gold 
stick pin by the track. team as a token of appreciation. The remainder of the 
period was used by Father O'Flynn in giving an interesting talk on athletics. 
The extension division of the Agricultural department has been engaged in 
giving lectures and farmers' institutes at various communities of the county dur­
ing the past year. Many of the lectures were illustrated with lantern slides. A 
musical program was usually given. During the remainder of the term a series of 
leetures will be given at Corona Hall in this city. 
On April 24. the students gladly welcomed the fint appearance of the Poly. 
gram. the new weekly paper of the school. Its editors are Raymond Herr and 
Perry Martinsen. Miss Hill acts as faculty adviser. The early issues of the 
little paper are bright and interesting. If it continues on its present eourse, it 
will undoubtedly command the enthusiastic support of Ihe students. 
PQgr Thi,I).... /a:o 
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On Thursday, April 27th, the Junior Cia" presented "What Happened to 
jones" at the Elmo Theatre, 
Homer Thyle took well the part of the gay Mr. jones, the versatile drum­ • 
mer who showed such wonderFul deverneu in squeezing out of light places. Ar· 
thur Scarlett impersonated the elderly college proFessor so skilfully that it is cer­
tain he is destined some day to fill a chair in the State University. He made a 
decided hit with the house. The part of Mra. Goodly was taken by Ada Forbes, 
who proved herselF a masterful dame. quite capable of looking after the interests 
of a lick husband. No one would ever have recognized Alta Truelove in the pig. 
eon.toed, sleek-headed. altogether ludicrous Helma, the Swedish maid. Sarah 
Bushnell as Alvina. the old maid of the play, took her part admirably. Her 
attentions were almost too much for jonel. particularly when. after a tender in· 
terview. much of the grayneu of her hair remained on his shoulder. And what 
was the matter with Martinten) He was most emphatically all right al Richard, 
the son-in-law. alias Francois.. the valet. Hazel True was very bewitching as 
Ciny. the girl who so fascinated jonel that he quite forgot he was supposed to be 
a bishop. The real bishop. Arthur Matthews. was a most dignified and impreuive 
gentleman. Ellen Hughel and Harriet Herring took very attractively the parts of 
Marjorie and Minerva. the daughters of Prof. and Mrs. Goodly. Donald McMil­
lan was a most terrifying. and then terrified policeman. Marvin Andrews. 8S 
Bigbee. acted well the part of the escaped lunatic who thought himtelf an Indian. 
and Albert MuZ-io did some good work in the part of Fuller. the keeper of the 
Sanitarium. 
Thanks to the training of Mr. Knox. the play moved swiftly. the action ri.. 
ing in interest to the end. The audience was most appreciative. The Juniors may 
congratulate themtelves on a most succeslful performance. 
• 
During the a"embly period on Wednesday, May 17. a Shakespeare pro­
gram was enjoyed by the students. Min Chase had charge of the performance. 
Sarah Bushnell gave a short sketch of the life of Shakespeare. Ada Forbel talked 
on the conditions in England at the time of Shakespeare. Isla Kohler told us 
what some of the great writers have said about Shakespeare. 
The court scene from the "Merchant of Venice" wal played by Sibyl An­
drewi. Edith Van Gordan. Frank Kellogg, George Harrison, Archie Plasket. 
Ulmer Warren. Stanley Crawford and Raymond Herr. 
The Athletic Carnival which was given May 19th proved to be the most suc­
cessful one yet given. Although the evening was coo!' a record-breaking crowd 
of about two thousand people attended. The grounds were well lighted by numer­
OUI lights. The first part of the prog-ram was held at the girls' athletic field. Here 
were Ihown dances and dub and wand-.dti.lls given by the girls in their various 
costumes. The boys' fencing, boxing, and-wrestling matches were well appreci­
ated. The relay race started the performance at the boys' athletic field. This 
was Followed by the battalion drill and Rag raising. The demonstration by the 
city fire department was an interesting feature. 
From present indicalions a mammot.'lcrowd is expected to attend the Farm­
ers' Picnic. which is to be held june 2. Pi Free barbecue. band concert and base 
ball game are to be among the attractions. 
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Saturday and Sunday, January twenty·second and twenty-third. 1916. were 
red letter days in the annal. of the Dormitory. 
On the twenty-second. Mr. Adler introduced a new brand of perfume. of 
wh.ich the lea said. the better. Although it was not very well appreciated by any 
of the resident. of the Dormitory. it caused no little sensation. Mill McElvaney 
was moved 10 exclaim '1ne odor of sanctity prevails.·· Somebody else ducribecl 
it al the odor of akunktity. For further particular.. ask the above-named gen­
tleman himself. Hi. recent innovation is gone, but not forgotten. 
, .. 
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On the evening of the twenty-third. a snipe-hunt was organized. It was re­
ported that large numbers of the elUllive nocturnal birda had been seen in the 
•dense underbrush in the hilla behind the barns. One of the new membera of the 
Freshman clan. Mr. Fingerhut. waa especially anxious to become a member of the 
aman hunting-party. which set forth at about seven o·c1ock. in the midst of a driv­
ing rain. Mr. Fingerhut was allowed to carry the sack and candle. by means of ­
which the weary birds are inveigled and trapped. Mr. Fingerhut waa stationed 
upon the steep hillside. and since there was not even enough territory for two to 
hunt together. the rest of the party returned. At ten o'clock the mighty hunter 
had not returned. and grave fears were entertained for his safety. It wa. thought 
that he had become overburdened with game. and was unable to return without 
anistance. Three heroic gentlemen were accordingly sent out to effect a rescue: 
Mr. Dolch. Mr. Parmelee. and Mr. Herr. They found the invincible sportsman 
upon the hillside. running around in circles. trying to capture some of the imag­
inary game. He was finally induced to come back. although much diaappointed 
because of hia failure to provide the Dormitory with broiled snipe. His return 
marked the end of the "Reign of Doubt," and the Dormitory folk settled down 
to a peaceful night'll relt. 
-H. S. S. 
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We have more exchanges this year thon lasL By next year we hope 10 have 
the beat exchange department possible. 
'!he Artisan," Los Angele. High. Calif. 
"What a dandy journal you have: the literary department i. especially good. 
The name certainly corresponds to the book." 
'The Orange and Black." Coalinga High. Calif. 
.• 'A Phantom of the igh!" is thrilling. But where i. your cJ:change depart­
•	 ment?" 
'The Oracle:' Bakersfield. Calif. 
"You have lOme .ketches that are very clever. That i. a neat way of arrang· 
ing your cuIs. .. 
"The Scrip," Soldan High. St. Louis. Mo. 
"A few more jokes would improve your magazine immensely, All it need. 
i. ginger.	 The Tale of the Pines' i. well worth reading." 
"The Review," Sacramento. Calif. 
"The jokes in your magazine are surely funny. Don't you think it a good 
idea to have a few cuts} Otherwise your magazme is quite interesting." 
"The Carnation," McKinley High. 51. Louis. Mo. 
"By your athletic department I see you have some "Pep" in your school. 
d Glad to see it; keep it up." 
"Olive and	 Gold." Santa Barbara High. Santa Barbara. Calif. 
o	 "A wonderful magazinel There is no room for adverse criticism. 10 good 
is the production." 
"The School Herald," San Jose High. 
"How can you have such good material m a weekly paper} You certainly 
must work, Your editorials are fine:' 
On the whole the Exchanges were very good this year. 
We hope our critici.ms will be taken in the kind of spirit In which they 
are liven. 
""01 Thjr")'-Jn'fll 
FOOTBALL TEAM 
Top Row-Kenoill. CI...,d., Tell, Schloner, (Coach), TOllnllu,nl, Mutlnlen M.. D,f.n; 
Middle Row-Brown. M"l1......... Coolu" Leonard, Morlon, Wieland 
Bottom Row-Sca.I"II, Mu~io. Harvi". Whaley. M.rhn...n P .. Baldw'n (Capt.) 
• • • 
, 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
When lIChoo! opened in September. it was seen that almolt all the veteran' 
of lalt year', Rugby learn were back on the job again for the making of the com­
ing learn. But a little change had taken place during vaCl!ltion. The old Amer­
ican game was to be played this season instead of Rugby. Thi, change was due 
to the fact that the University of California changed from Rugby to the old game. 
leading many high lIChool. to do likewise. and with them the California Polytech­
nic School. 
None of the returning 19 1S squad had played the old American game. Con­
sequently we were handicapped for lack of experience. But we had with UI two 
new studentl. Harvie and Leonard. old players of the American game. The lee-­
and week of school. our new coach. Mr. Schlosser. from Oklahoma Slate Nor­
mal School. an old timer at the American game. called out for practice the men 
who had signed up for football. From the number who reported for the first prac· 
tice it was quite evident that a winning team could be chosen. 
Four hard weeks of practice. under the guidance of Captain Baldwin. fol­
lowed before the first game of the season. Much interest was taken in the new 
game, which was shown by the fine work of the fellowll. Coach Schlosser held 
meetings appreciated by the football men. Just before the big game the chosen 
squad wal in fine trim. quite lure of their first game in thil Ityle of football. 
THE SCHEDULE OF GAMES 
The schedule of the games this leason wal somewhat like that of last season. 
Athletic Manager Frank Orrantia secured two gamel with the Santa Barbara High 
School; Califomia Polytechnic School VS. Santa Barbara High School. October 
2nd. played at the Athletic Park. Santa Barbara; and Santa Barbara High School 
vs. California Polytechnic School. November 6th. played on the Polytechnic 
grounds. 
Two other game. were secured during the first of the sealon. one with the 
second team of St. Mary'. College and the other with Bakenfield High School. 
When these games were to be played it was found that there was a conRict in 
the schedule. Bakersfield vs. Polytechnic was to be played on Thanklgiving Day. 
But al Bakenfield had a game scheduled for the Saturday following Thanklgiv­
ing. its coach thought it would be too strenuous for his men to play the two 
games within two days. 10 the game with UI wal canceled. 
A aerie. of carnes was played with the Carnation club of San Lui. Obispo. 
"alit TJU,t,-flflflt 
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GAME AT	 SANTA BARBARA 
•	 The first game of the season was played on Saturday, October 2nd in the 
Athletic Park, Santa Barbara. 
On Friday, October I.t. our football squad. accompanied by a number of 
rooters, including Mias Hill, our reporter. Icrt San Lui. Obispo, arriving at Santo
•	 Barbara in the evening. Our men were ordered early to bed that night. 10 a. 
to be in trim for the game next day. 
The game started promptly at 2 :30 with Santa Barbara receiving the kick­
off. An end run was tried. but owing to the quick work of the Poly players, lhe 
Santa Barbaran. failed to make much ground. Both teams were evenly matched. 
al was shown by their playing, the ball being kept well towards the center of the 
field. The first quarter ended with neither side acoting. 
The second quarter started with the ball on the forty yard line. in the Santa 
Barbarans' territory. Santa Barbara failed to make her ten yards in the four 
downs. passing the ball over to Poly. After a series of line bucks and forward 
paaaes. Santa Barbara was forced to the thirty yard line. but they held Poly from 
lICoring by their good defenaive work. Many end runs were tried by both teaml. 
but the 6rst half of the game ended without a lICore. 
The third quarter opened with Poly receiving the kick~off. A hard battle 
was now at hand. as both teams were eager to distinguish themselves.. The ball 
was rushed into the Santa Barbarans' territory. enabling Harvie. Poly's quarter­
back. to kick a 6eld goal from the thirty yard line. This aroused the enthusiasm 
of the players. and the Santa Barbara men recovered a punt by a fumble of their 
antagonists. and carried the ball over for a touchdown. They failed to kick goal, 
.a the third quarter ended with a score of 3 to 6 in Santa Barbara's favor. 
The fourth quarter started out with "lots of pep." and with the ball in 
Poly's favor. It was evident now. that a showing had to be made. Poly ruahed 
Santa Barbara to the forty yard line. from which Harvie made another 6eld 
Roal. Eager to win. our fellows fought hard. and had not the whistle blown. 
Poly would have made a touchdown. as one yard was all that was necenary to 
pau over Santa Barbara's goal line. The second and 6nal half of the game ended 
with the acore a tie--6 to 6. 
The game as a whole was creditably played throughout. considering the fact 
that both teams were new at the game and had but a short time of training in this 
style of football. Coach Schlosser was well pleased with the squad. as the game 
was clean-cut all through. and without any unpleasin: incidents occurring fren 
the struggle. 
The line-up: 
SANTA BARBARA	 POLYTECHNIC 
Saxby L E R. . Brown-Mathews 
Twitchell LT. R Gates·Tell 
Gates L C. R Muzio 
Thomas Cen~er Tognazzini 
Wirths R. G L ....•...••................... Difani 
Lopez R T. L Leonard 
Ferguson R. E. L Baldwin 
Parma Q .. . Harvie 
Cota . . L H. R Cheda 
Brooks R. H. L _ Scarlett 
DeTruitt F. B. .....•.................. Whaley 
• 
Harvie '19, Quarter 
• 
• 
Wi",l&.nd '16, End Cheda '18, Half 
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POLY VS. SANTA BARBARA 
On Saturday, November 6lh, the Polytechnic Eleven clashed again with the 
Santa Barbara High School. This game presented a different class of football 
from that of the former conte-to 
Thc lUck-off was received by Santa Barbara. but her men immediately lost 
the ball. lUI they failed to make their ten yards. On the sec.ond down. Poly'. 
line began its heavy work. rushing the Santa Barbaran. off their feel. Line bucks 
were successful. yard after yard being gained. and within three minutes from the 
Itart of the game. Leonard. Poly's quarterback. went over the line for a touch· 
down. Scarlett converted. But now the "jinx showed up." Santa Barbara mak­
ing two successive touchdowns on Ruke play.. Both touchdowns were converted, 
ending the first half 14 to 7 in favor of Santa Barbara. 
The Poly team rallied well in the laat half and won the game in spite of the 
little end of a 14 to 7 Kore in the first half. In the third quarter, the Poly ma­
chine got down to work. and by a aeries of forward passes nnd end runs got the 
ball near enough to the visitor's goal for Harvie to make a field goal. which 
brought the score to 14 to 10. Whaley saved the day for Poly in the fourth 
quarter by going over the line for the final touchdown. Harvie kicked goal. and 
the game was ended to the tune of 17 to 14 in Poly'. favor. 
The day was perfect for football and the closeness of the score kept the 
rooters eJCcited from .tart to finm. There were no serious accidents to mar the 
pleasure of the game. and the work of all the officials gave good satisfaction. C. 
F. Chapman of Los Angele- was referee; j. M. Johnston. umpire: C. D. Carus. 
head line.man: E. R. Bither. line-man for Santa Barbara and F. R. Orrantia for 
Polytechnic. 
Coach Schlosser of the Poly team is to be congratulated. not only for what 
he hal been able to accomplish with his team. but also for the good clean game 
which hi. team exhibited. Captain Baldwin also is deserving of praise. and all 
members of the squad come in for their .hare of credit. 
The line-up: 
SANTA BARBARA POLYTECHNIC 
Parma L E. R. .. Brown 
Johnson ..........•••.............. L T. R. ............................... Tell 
Gates . L G. R. .... Kellogg-Morton 
Thomas Center ...... ... ... .... Tognazzini 
Wirth R. G. L ... Martinsen. M. 
Lopez .. R. T. L ................... Cheda 
Ferguson . R. EL Wieland·Baldwin 
Hollingshead . . .. Q....._ Harvie-Leonard 
Twitchell........... . LH. R. .. Baldwin-Muzio 
Cota R. H. L Scarlett-Leonard 
DeTruitt . F . . Whaley 
Pugr ptJrl)·-thrrr 
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Tell '17, Tackle Muzio '17, Half 
• 
Mauhew. '16, End Kelloli '19, Guard 
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THANKSGIVING GAME 
There wal a little diaappointment on our part upon hearing thllt we were not 
going to get the game with Bakersfield High School. But a game on Thanugiv­
ing we got which consisted of only Poly material. The upper c1assmen chal· 
lenged the lower c1assmen. This game was one of the hardest fought game. of the 
sca.son. A Imall admission was charged to defray the doclor bill. of the players 
injured during football season. A large crowd witnessed the game. 
The first ball waa kicked by Mayor Stover. the Freshmen-Sophomores re­
ceiving the kick-off. In the firat three quarters the pig.skin was ru,hed back and 
forth between the two goal lines. but a score seemed impossible for either team. 
In the first of the last quarter. the Freshmen-Sophomores rushed the ball to the 
forty yard line, from which Harvie kicked a field goal. In the last three minutes 
Tell, for the Junior·Seniors. managed to go over for a touchdown. The goal. 
kick wu converted. which ended the game, the Kore being ]·3 in favor of the 
Junior-Senior team. 
The line-up: 
JUNIOR.SENIORS FRESHMAN-SOPHOMORES 
Mathews. . L E R . Otto 
Tomasini L T R .. _. Cates 
Woosley _.. . L G. R . ... Pehrson 
Tognauini.Thyle Center Leonard 
Rodriguez . R G L . ••..• •.. . Ruda 
Difani . R. T L . Morton 
Wieland. . R. E L . , Brown 
Baldwin. • ...•................ _. Q Harvie 
Tell L H R. .. .. . .. Cheda 
Muzio R. H. L Martinsen P. 
Scarlett F. B. . Whaley 
• 
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The 1916 track season opened with enthusiasm, but owing to the rainy 
weather. little progress was made at first. Coach Caru. was on the job. when the 
weather permitted, working the men to the best advantage. One thing wal notice­
able this year-a big break in the team. Three of our stau werc missing: Webb. 
Whaley, and Difani. who had been obliged to leave school beforc track season 
began. Thil was a big 10.. to the team. but Coach Carus and Captain Wieland 
were not going to worry over those who had left. Their question WaI, Who 
remain} It was soon evident that a winning team wa. possible if the men were 
given a good hard trainmg. 
TRI-COUNTY MEET AT SANTABARBARA 
The annual tri-county meet was held on Saturday, March 18th, at Santa 
Barbara. Thil meet indudes all lhe secondary sehool. of Ventura. Santa Barbara 
and San Luis Obispo Counties. 
The Poly team realized that in order to make a showing they would have 
to use all pouible elfort. as there were ma.ny fast men on the track. especially the 
Ventura team, 
Creen. who was the only man that made individual points for Poly. took 
third place in both the 220 and 440. The relay team. which consisted of Scar­
lett. Matthews. Creen and Wieland. captured third place. croning the line only 
a few feet behind Ventura and Santa Paula. 
Rodriguez distinguished himself in the pole vault. dearing over ten feet after 
having but one day's practice. 
START-IOO-YARD DASH 
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SAN LUIS BAY ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION MEET 
The annual Track meet of the San Luis Bay Athletic Auociation waa held 
on Saturday, April 15th. The echoolll entered in this meet were Santa Maria High 
School. Lompoc High Sehool. San Luis High School, Santa Ynez High Sc.hool, and 
the California Polytechnic School. The day was a perfect day for track. and the 
officials conducted the meet in good order. which made it a plea&ing event to 
everyone. 
The PolyJechnic covered il5elf with glory in the relay race. the closing event. 
taking first honors in 2 :41 2·5. The team was compoaed of Wieland. Matthews. 
Green. T omallini and Scarlett. The score at the end of the meet stood al follow.: 
Santa Maria. 41: Lompoc, 30: San Luis Obispo, 25; Polytechnic. 19: Santa 
Ynez. II. 
INTER-CLASS MEET. 
On Friday. March 101h. the classes 811 the Polytechnic held their annual 
track meet. School was dismissed at 2:30. and fifteen minutes later the field was 
covered with 8 crowd of students. each one cheering for his own team. 0 fast 
time was made during this meet. the track being in poor condition in place.. With 
Creen. Scarlett. and Rodriguez the star track men. the junior. won with a high 
&Core. The juniors took first in every event except the 50.yard dash and the pole 
vault. The score at the end of the mee: stood as follows: 
junior _ 82 
Sophomores 20 
Seniors. . 9 
Freshmen 6 
William Creen was elected Captain for the season of 1917. and as the major­
ity of this year's team will be back next seuon. the material i. promising for a 
winning team. 
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The baseball season of 1916 opened with prospects for a winning team. Mr. 
Eugene Lewis. formerly hom the Northern Leagues, was ohtained to coach the 
team. Coach Lewis has great inRuence over the ball tossers. so there are big 
chances for Poly to carry off the penant this season. Captain Thyle is also de* 
serving of credit for keeping the fellows intere.ted in the game and getting out 
to practice. 
PASO ROBLES VS. POLY 
The first game of the season was played on Saturday. April 15th. with Paso 
Robles High School. The game was played on the Poly diamond before a large 
crowd of rooters. 
A. our men had had but a few days' practice and Paso Robles about aill: 
week.. we naturally 10lt our fint game.. Paso Robles did not enter the track meet. 
but devoted all of her time to baseball. 10 therefore had the advantage over us in 
thia game. 
The Poly team played loose ball, an.:! were weak in spots, but T omuini is 
deserving of credit for his fine pitching, striking out fourteen men during the 
game. The ninth inning ended with a score of 8 to 4 in favor of Paso RobleL 
POLY VS. SANTAMARIA 
On Saturday April 22nd the Poly team journeyed to Santa Maria in auto­
mobiles. where a fast game of ban was played. 
Poly banged out a well-earned victory in the second game of the season on 
~e Santa Maria diamond, the final score standing 7 to 3 in favor of the visiting 
nine. 
A great difference in the playing of the fellows had taken place since their 
first game. They played hard and fast ball. Only four errors were made. Harvie's 
pitching was the feature of the game, allowing only four hits and striking out 
fourteen men, Tomasini and Hartman were the heavy hitters of the day, each 
securing a three-bagger. Half the winning of the game was due to the persistent 
coaching of Lewis, who kept the fellows always alert. 
LOMPOC VS. POLY 
On Saturday, April 29th, the Poly nine met the ball team from the Lompoc 
High School in a fast and snappy game of baseball on the Poly diamond. 
This game was a walkaway for Poly, in which her heavy slugging and fasl 
plays were too much for her opponents. Lompoc had a good pitcher but her in~ 
field played loose ball. Especial credit should be given Scarlett's hitting, who 
secured a three-bagger and a two-sacker, also Tomasini's pitching, as he struck 
out thirteen men. The score at the end of the ninth inning stood I I to I in favor 
of Poly. 
POLY VS. PASO ROBLES 
On May 1st a special game was arranged between Paso Robles and Poly, 
which was played in the Paso Robles' Athletic Park. As this was a great day 
at Paso Robles, and many other amusements were provided, only five innings 
were played. About two thousand people witnessed the game. the largest crowd 
before which Poly ever played. 
The game began at 2:30. After the first inning it was seen that Poly had 
Paso "going," The game was intensely interesting all the way through, both teams 
working hard, but Poly came out on top, winning the game, with a score of 5 to 
2 at the end of the fifth inning. 
Great credit is due Coach Lewis for coaching up a winnina: team in so short 
a .pace of time. With his aid we feel confident of winning the remainder of the 
games of the .eason. 
Pagt Fi!I)'-orlt 
The social events of the year 
began with the F reahman Re· 
ception on the evening of Sep. 
tember seventeenth. Thi. re­
ception was given by the stu­
dent body as a welcome to the 
entering daa Speeches were 
made by Mr. Ryder. Arthur 
Matthews. student body presi. 
dent. Martin Martinsen. the 
Junior president. and by Ches· 
ter Whaley. the Sophomore 
president. After a program of 
musical selections. refreshments 
were served. The remainder 
of the evening was Ipent in 
dancing. 
On October fifteenth a bene· 
fit dance wal given to raise 
money for neceasary equip­
ment for the basket ball team. 
The dining hall was decorated 
in green and gold for the occa­
sion, Punch was • e r v e d 
throughout the evening, 
The Junior girls gave a ban· 
quet to the Paso Roblel Basket 
Ball Team on October thir­
teenth. The girls. who had 
charge of the whole affair. 
served. while Mi.. Hill. acted 
illS hostess. Everything passed 
off a. planned. 
On the evening of Novem­
ber sixth the Santa Barbara 
Football Team was entertained 
with a dance which was held 
in Auatin'. Hall. The hall was 
decorated with hanging. and 
pennants of green and gold for 
Poly. and olive and gold for 
Santa Barbara. Though the 
boys were tired after the game 
in the afternoon. they pro­
nounced it a very enjoyable 
affair. 
A masquerade dance was 
given December tenth at the 
dining hall by the Sophomore 
daa There was a variety of 
costumes but the yama yamas 
were the most numerous. First 
prize was awarded to Mi.. Fitz­
gerald. who was dressed in a 
POOl Fi!I)'-lwo 
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yama yama costume. To Mr. Scarlett. who was dreued aa Uncle Sam, wa. 
given second priz.e. The third prize was received by Mr. Harvie. who was 
dn:ased aa a queer country girl. After the prizes were given out. the masks were 
removed and dancing began again. 
On December seventeenth the "Mysterious 14" of the Amapola Club sur· 
pri.eel the other members of the club with a ChriSbnas tree in the Reception room 
of the Household Art. Building. What was the surprise of the uninitiated, upon 
opening the door. 10 l1nd a big Christmas tree in the corner. It was lighted and 
hung with presents. The room was decorated in holly, and tlocking. of candy 
and nu~ hung over the fireplace. After a program of singing and recitations. 
all received such presents as toy violins, drums. comets. doU.. and diamond 
ring.. Each present had a meaning. There were so many musical instruments 
received that the girls deciced to form an orchestra and take leuons from Mr. 
Schlosser. Though a number had been opposed to the "Mysterious 14" they 
loon decided that it was really pleasant to be surprised in this delightful manner. 
The boy. of the Dormitory gave their fifth annual dance on the evening of 
January fourteenth. The reception room and halls were arti.tically decorated 
with palm•. pennants and ribbons of crepe paper. The colora were those of 
every class. but predominating were the school colora. green and gold. Though 
the weather was bad. a large crowd assembled to enjoy the evening. 
A Leap Year Dance was given by the Amapola Club on the evening of Jan­
uary twenty-firat to the faculty. student body and invited guest.. The dining hall 
was prettily decorated with palms and pennants. The girls acted their part in a 
very sentlemanly manner. while the boys were very lady-like. Refre.hment. 
were served during intermission. The evening wall thoroughly enjoyed by all 
pre.ent. 
On January twenty.eighth the football team and the girl. that were invited 
by it. members were given a "kid party" by Mr. and Mrs. Schlosser in the assem­
bly hall. "Kid" game. were enjoyed until a late hour when dainty basket lunche. 
were .erved and Mr. Schlosser hinted that it was time for all little kiddie. to 
retire. 
On the evening of February twenty~fifth in the Polytechnic Assembly hall the 
F re.hman clan. unlike the preceding clas.es. gave a regular old-fashioned hard· 
time. party where Sophomore•. Juniors, Seniors. and Faculty members had a 
good time. Mutt and Jeff. the Hooligans and the Duff family were well repre· 
.ented. In all. there were over one hundred costumes. After numerous games 
and a general frolic. in which every one took part. refreshments were served. 
which consisted of crackers and a glass of water served on a shingle. After the 
general howl of starvation had subsided. the refreshment commillee discovered an 
abundant supply of oranges. These were then passed to the hungry people. At 
the close Harold Stewart. president of the Freshman Clan. gave a speech of weI· 
come to the upper-elassmen and faculty. The patrons and patronesses were Mr. 
and Mrs. Binns. Mr. and Mrs. York. Mr. and Mrs. Schlouer. Mr. and Mrs. King. 
and Mill Williams. 
Mi.. Ellen Hughes wal hostell on the afternoon of February fifteenth at a 
reception to the Juniors and their friends. Mill Alta Truelove was guest of 
honor while Miss Ada Forbes and Mill Barbara Marquart a..isted the hostesa. 
The affair was held in the dining hall of the Household Arts Building. 
Pogt Fijt},·,",u 
A farewell reception wall given March seventh in the dining hall of the House· 
hold Arts Building by Min Josephine Tomasini in honor of Chellter Whaley 
(Shine) who, on account of illnen in the family, left that evening for his home 
in Bakersneld. Mr. Whaley was president of the Sophomore class and considered 
one of the best athletes in school. 
On April twenty-fourth. a surprise party was given to Mr. York. He was 
asked to come over to the Domestic Science Building. as Miss Secrest wished to 
speak to him. As he was ushered into the dining hall the girls greeted him with: 
"Mr. York. Rah. Rah. Rahl
 
Happy birthday."
 
After a speech from Mr. York, refreshments were served. and a jolly good 
time was had. 
The Amapola Club gave an unusual affair on May nrst. The club members 
hired an auto truck and in the early morning hours left for Ataxadero. After a 
jolly, jolty ride on the truck they arrived at the colony. They then rushed down 
to the lake, where boalll were awaiting them. A number of the girl. went in 
swimming and found the water so fascinating that they could hardly leave iL 
Others mastered the art of rowing in a short time. and proud indeed they were 
of their achievement. Some who made frequent moves from boat to water and 
water to boat are spending their odd moments applying cold cream to their in­
dignant necks and arms. Eight women from the faculty and "faculty wives' ac· 
companied the girls. From three boatloads of girls and teachers in bathing 
attire, the boalman selected Alice Rhyne and Barbara Marquart a. most prob. 
ably the teacher.. A lunch never tasted hetter than that which was eaten in the 
shade of a huge live oak tree. Altogether the picnic was a great .ucce... If you 
don't believe it, ask any of the girls. 
A masquerade dance in a barn. Leave it to the Ags. to think of lIOmethine 
exciting. This dance was given Friday evening. May twelfth. At half past eight. 
when the grand march began, a wonderful collection of costumes was seen. Some 
of these were very funny. while others were most elaborate. After the nrst 
three dances, the prizes were awarded and the dancers unmallked. Ada Forbes 
and Ethel Colon received first prize for the most clever costumes among the ladies, 
one being dreased to represent Poly and the other Cram. Together they repre· 
sented the new school paper. Polygram. The Kandy Kids, Arthur Combs and 
Arthur Matthews, received the gentlemen's prize. The booby prize was awarded 
to 'Mick' Cates who was dressed as Sunny Jim and acted his part well. 
Much praille is deserved by the committees for the decorations, refresh· 
ments and management. Many agree that this wall one of the most enjoyable af­
fairs of the year. 
The annual social affair of the Mechanics' Association was given on the even· 
ing of Friday, May 26. This year it wall a dance which was held in the dining 
hall. Th edecorations were both novel and appropriate as the walls were covered 
with paper cut in models of tools used by mechanics atudenll. Not the least of 
the decorations were the new electric lampa shedding beautiful indirect rays all 
over the big room. The evening passed all too quickly, and all the guest. voted 
this a most delightful closing of student partie.. 
t'lJg~ Fifty-frJNr 
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TO OUR READERS 
rid i. old but likes to laugh. 
w jokes are hard to find. 
alest editorial shiff
• 
,,'t please every mind. 
ee here some ald.'lyle joke 
ehed up in modem guise. 
__________--;~.ve and fume and raise a smoke: 
JUlt laugh and don't get wille. 
-Matty, 
"A little nonsense now and then 
I. relished by the best of men. 
Sarah (in physical-What is weight)
 
Aha-Weight is the attraction the earlh has for any object.
 
S.Tah-1 wish I wasn't so attractive.
 
MilS Chase-How were the theatres lighted in the time of Shake,peaTe) 
Sarah (drowllily)-By the light of the silvery moon. 
"1 think you arc a lemon, dear." 
Ted said it just to teale her. 
Barbara replied twixt smile and tear, 
"Then you're a lemon squec:.tcr." 
"Mary,"' laid the sick man to hi. wife. when the doctor had pronounced it 
a calc of smallpox; "if any of my creditors call, tell them I am 801 last in a posi­
tion to give them something."-Answers.
• 
"Helen, do you like sailing," said Matty to his blushing inamorata.
 
"Oh, I think it is perfectly lovely:'
 
Matty-What kind of a craft do you prefer to &ail in)
 
Helen-Oh, a amack, by all means.
 
They sailed in the parlor.
 
"Now, in order to subtract:' Mr. King explained, "thing. have always to be 
of the same denomination.. For instance, we couldn't take three apples from 
four pear.. nor ai.ll: horses from nine dog.." 
"Pror," .houted Jenny, "can't you take four quarts of milk from three cow.... 
P(Jfll Fi/f~fitll 
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St. Peter-Have you ever kined a girj;) 
Otto--No, Sir. 
51. Peter-Has a girl ever kined you}
 
Otto-No, Sir.
 
SL Peter-What 8re you doing here?
 
Otto--Well. I am dead.
 
St. Peter-Dead "1 You have never lived.
 
IN D. S.
 
Luc.ilIe-1 ameli cabbage burning.
 
Marcella-Take your head away from the fire.
 
Creen-Do you think I'll ever be able to do anything with my voice)
J. M. J.-It might come in handy in a shipwreck. 
I RILEY-CROCKER'S 
Floorwalker (to man who Rems undecided which way to gal-Are you 
looking for something) 
Mr. Schlouer- o. air: I've lost my wife. 
Miss Hartzell-Kindly name the bones of the body.
 
Helen-I've got them all in my head. but J can't think of their names, now.
 
I GENUITY. NOT ACCURACY 
Mias Chaae- ow, I want one of you to give me a sentence using the three 
simple Icnae.. 
Harrison-Don't think of the future until the present i. past. 
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT 
Turning down the gal saves matches: it also make. matches. 
T uming off an electric light often causes sparking. 
T uming off a lal light causes an increase in preasure. an increase in pres.ure 
causes a lessening of the walle. 
WHO WILL WI ? "CHAUNCEY" OR MAGGIE?
 
Prof. King-You may lind that the lines meet in infinity.
 
H. ThyJe-(Awakening from a day dream)-Where did you lay I could 
meet my affinity) 
Greave. (to Billy Pinero who was burning off some dry graul-What do 
you want to do that for. Billy) You'll make that field all black 88 yauncH. 
Billy P.-Never mind. After the next rain it will be 81 green 81 you are. 
IMAGINE 
"Dutch" Carey going to Sunday School. 
"Bud" Muz.io singing a ,ola. 
"Eddie" Smith creating a roughhouse. 
"Pete" PeTozzi talking in a whisper. 
Rollo Beaty gelling a demerit. 
Chcda commanding a battalion. 
"Scotty" being a single man. 
Cheda in an automobile. 
Mr. Binns with a halon. 
Mr. Sc.hloaser .tanding at attention. 
Ruth Crabtree missing a show. 
The Dorm boy••taying at home on Friday night. 
Dolch not telephoning every night. 
I MECHANICS II 
Prof. Binn_What is that mess there on the board~ 
Bud Muzie-That is the solution of problem No. 6 by the zeuner diagram. 
Prof. Binn..-oh. I thought that it was a picture of the exploaion of a 
spaghetti factory. 
PrigI' Fi/ly-ut:l'n 
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WANTED TO KNOW 
Why Maggy goee up the canyon on Sunday afternoon•.
 
Where Seotty and Matty were the Firat night in Santa Barbara.
 
Why Leonard goee to rnah 10 regularly.
 
Why Scotty went 10 the Catholic Church often during Lent.
 
Whether Encluon or Wilkins goes with Bob.
 
Why the girl. are jealous of Emma.
 
Why Matty goes around in hont of the Ad Bldg. at noon.
 
Who pulled the switch at Junior girl. track feed.
 
Who taught eherla to go out of his head at the foothall game.
 
Who the "crack ,hot" egg !lHnger. are.
 
What do you think of our decorations? It is holly over lalncl leave.. Very 
good. but I would prefer (personally) mi.t1etoe over yew. 
Little Bug i. dead and gone. 
We ne'er shall xc him more. 
For what he thought was H·2·0 
Was H·2-SO·4. 
Breathe. there a boy with soul so dead, 
Who never to himself hath said. 
A. he ,tubbed his loe or bumped hi, head 
•	 I 1111 +X-II-l 
FAVORITE SAYINGS OF FAMOUS MEN 
Cheda-Cet next to yourself, Guy.
 
Baldy-No, no, no, you see it i, this way.
 
Thyle-Look out or I'll rap you on the jaw.
 
Muzio--I'II come over and get you in a minute.
 
Tim-If you want anything out of me.
 
Donnelly-Ow, you've got my sore foot.
 
Wieland-Come over here. you louse.
 
Fergu__And then I hit him.
 
Mal-By Gollies, there's one on me.
 
Forbe__Awl have an onion.
 
Bum--Say, got a match ~ Never m:nd I've got one.
 
BOOKS WRITTEN BY GREAT MEN 
"Why I Prefer Blackberry to Apricot"-By Sebastian.
 
'The Mechanism of a Slide Rule"-By S. N. Parmelee.
 
"Two Years in Geometry, or the Revengeful Teacher"-By Bud Muzio.
 
"Tobacco I Have Eaten"-By Leslie Parmelee.
 
"The Life of a Sinner"-By Olander.
 
"Demerits I Have Had"-By Putnam.
 
"Why J Prefer Star to Tiger"-By Dutch Carey.
 
"How to Have Health and Muscles Like Mine"-By Hookey.
 
"My Life Among the Eskimoes"-By Kellogg.
 
"The Water Bag as a Weapon"-By Clif Taylor.
 
"Men I Have Whipped"-By Fergus.

•	 "How to Win a Lady's Heart"-By L Greaves. 
"How to Become an Orator"-By Wieland. 
"What to Do When the Lights Go Out"-By Begeer. 
"My Fint Girl"-By Crawford. 
THINGS THAT MAKE US LAUGH 
The State of Oklahoma.
 
Mr. York's two cylinder Ford.
 
Sophomore athletes.
 
Our new swimming tank.
 
Mr. Westover driving a Ford.
 
Magcy and the mountain.
 
J'Il!!' fill)·-'I.III' 
SIGNS
 
A yawn on Monday morning is a sign of a Sunday night date. 
•Young people running about going nowhere i. a lign that they are Fresh­
men. 
A swelled head at the first of the year is a sign that he i. a Sophomore. 
•ABSENCE MAKES THE MARKS GROW ROUNDER 
They told him not to worry 
Nor to sit up late to cram, 
or to have a sense of hurry 
In writing hi. exam. 
And so he did not woTT}' 
Nor sit up late to cram, 
or have II. sense of hurry 
And he Hunked in hi. e:ltam. 
Mi.. Chase (counting on her llngers)-Lines with two feet in them are call· 
ed Dimeter. with three feet are called Trimeter, etc. 
Leonard (interrupting)-MiM Chase. those are not your feet. they are your 
hand.. 
There was a young man from Taft. 
Who tho't he was very apt. • 
He landed a girl. 
And was all in a swirl. 
Until he met Pap. 
•He then wished hi. leamin'
 
Had all been in Cerman.
 
For he mi.took hi. greeting for wrath.
 
is. (at dinner table)-Bott. pan the bread.
 
Bott-Awl eat *Omething close to you.
 
• 
OUR BOYS AS SEEN BY OTHERS
 
Fattelt Seba.tian
 
Mo.t Quiet Studenl. Leonard
 
Debater _ Wieland
 
Clallie.t Dancer "Bum" Parmelee
 
MOlt Talkative Begeer
 
T aHelt Singley
 
Heaviest (by weight) Ben Schloc.ker
 
Heavielt (by .ound of voice} Beard
 
Mo.t Manly Adler
 
Belt Queener Greavel
 
Darke.t Hair . Comb.
 
•Belt Phy.ique Hooky
 
Boy with the Smalle.t Feet Carey
 
Junior-They are going to lay steam heating pipel beneath the ground In 
•the football field loon.
 
Frelhy-Why i. that)
 
Junior-To keep the player. hom getting cold feet.
 
IN THE DlNI G.HALL-LEAP YEAR DANCE
 
Soph. Girl-Do you like the Bo.ton?
 
Bum Parmelee (bluahing)- o. prefer the "Paril": no metal touche.
 
you.
 
Prof. King-What three word, are used mOlt in my clan room} 
D. McMillan-I don't know. 
A. D.--Correct. 
/'Ogf Si,rl,\' 
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Miss	 Hartzell, to Mr. Keefer-What are the while things in your head lhat 
bite} 
Mr. Keefer-I am not aware of any such things. 
Mias	 Hartzell-Why, teeth, of course. 
Hazel (to Mias Seerest)-Do we have to tell of what use these food. of high 
caloric value are in the body) 
Mias Secrest-You all k.now that. but write it, Hazel. if you don't k.now. 
Sarah (getting ready for the dance}-My but I hate to wear this dress with 
the peplum on it. It'. getting so out of date. 
Alta-Don't worry; you'll probably sit on it all evening anyway. 
Sebaatian {seeing Pete walk across the lawn)---Ceel Pete'. a .kinny guy. 
Jerry i. a royal alumna. 
She	 has a piece of Poly in her heart . It'. Shine. 
THIS. TOO. HAPPENED I PHYSICS 
Prof. York-Water presses in all directions with equal force. 
Hookey-How do they keep water in a bucket without a lid} 
WHY. WI DYI 
"Yea, ,• .-aid Sybil, "I spent the whole evening telling Greaves that he had 
a terrible reputation for kissing girls against their will. 
• Mildred-And what did he do? 
Sybil-He .-at there Iilc.e a boob and denied iL 
o THE CHAIN CANG 
Johnnie (to Leonard)-You are the slowest fellow in the crowd. Aren't 
you	 good and quick at any thing? 
Leonard-Yes, sir; nobody can get tired as quick a. I can. 
A GOOD REASON 
Ruda-Say, Mr. King, can I get off tomorrw for a wedding? 
Mr. King-Well, do you have to go? 
Ruda (rather backwardly)-I'd like to-a·a·a-I'm to be the bridegroom. 
ONE ON JOHNNIE 
Aller giving a fellow who had sneaked oul of the Dorm that evening, a ride 
to town in his Ford, Mr. Johnston, diseoveri~g it, gave the offender a demerit. 
KNOWLEDGE 
What did your son learn at the PolytechniC> 
Why, he can't tell me. 
Nonsense: why not? 
Well, he sa.ys that he learned the football signals, and that its a secret, 
Mr. and Mrs, J, M, J. on the way to town after the Sophomore Masque Ball.
 
Mn. J. 10 Johnnie--Let's give these two girls a ride. They are aU alone.
 
Johnnie--Want a ride, girls?
 
Baldy-No, we don't want any ride, thanks.
 
•	 Mr. York, congratulating footbaU team, as!urcs them thai he would always 
give his support, but owing to the la<;1.: of natural padding he would be unable 
to play with them. 
Why	 is Matty like an old hen? 
Answer-Because he tucks his chickens under hi. wing.. 
Brown (viewing miscellaneous collection of tin eans in carpentry)-Gee, 
Johnnie's got his Ford all tom down. 
Mick, to Mr. Caru__1 can't get a course in German, can I? 
Mr. UUll__No, why? 
Mick---Oh,	 I just wondered. 
POUt SirlY-Off' 
IN D. S. 
Ellen H.-I say, Miss Secrest, is this apple or peach pie)
 
Miss Secrcst-Can' t you taste it and aec"}
 
Ellen H.- o.
 
Mi.. Secrest-Then what difference does it make)
 
Perry-Leonard never opened his mouth in English today.
 
Miek-Oh. I gUCN he did; I saw him &everal time•.
 
Perry-I didn't hear him. What did he say)
 
Mick-Nothing; he yawned.
 
MORE 80 E·HEADS IN PHYSICS 
Mr. Binn&--Difani. take thi., problem: If 100 pound. of lead were on one 
end of a stick. and 1000 pounds of feathen on the other end, what will be the 
distance on each side from the fulcrum" 
Oilaoi (after considering the problem for a moment)-Well. uy. Prof.• 
will the 100 pound. of lead weigh as much as the 1000 pounds of feathers> 
A SUSPICIOUS CASE 
In the farewell that Mr. Schlosser gave to hi. guclu at the "Kid" party. he 
mentioned the fact lhat only Mr. John.ton and himself had the right to kiss their 
girls goodnighL Now several fellows raised an objection to this. which was evi­
dent by the general sigh that was heard from around the room. The boys were 
only joking. but it is very strange that when anyone mentions that event to 
Flakey. he blushes. 
YES. SOME OF THE AG STUDENTS WENT TO THE FAIR 
Mr. Mysz.ka acted as the Faculty Advisor to a few of the members of the 
Ag Club for about a week while the party visited the P. P. I. E. In one of his 
communications to the school he vowed that he would never go again with a 
bunch of aases without halters for them. 
SATISFACTORY EXCUSE 
Harriet to Scarlett-Who is that plain looking man across the .treet~
 
Scotty-Why, that is my step.brother. Mr. Parmelee.
 
Harriet.-Qh, I beg your pardon. I did not notice the resemblance.
 
Matty-Do you know why our school is such a learned place~
 
Helen.-Qf course. The Freshmen all bring a little learning here. and as the
 
Senion never take any away. it naturally accumulates. 
THIS HAPPENED IN MONTEREY 
Scotty tells us that he was working in the village feed store in Monterey 
this pasl summer. One day Nix called up from Pacilic Grove; the following con­
versation ensued: 
Nix-Hellol
 
Scotty-Hello, what it it ~
 
Nix-Mama says for you to send up a sack of barley and a bale of hay.
 
ScoUy-Whom is it fad
 
Nix-Why, for the cows, of course. Then he hung up.
 
WATER-SHY 
Miss Hill-Mr. Greaves, you should have been named "Flannel."
 
Windy-Why i, that}
 
Miss Hill-Because you shrink from washing.
 
Mr. Binns in Physic--.5carlett. what i, a couple ~
 
Scotty (aside to Wilkins)-Halley and I.
 
Miss William.-You have a wonderful talent for painting.
 
Mildred Doty-Dear me, how interesting, how can you tel1~
 
Miss Williams-I see it in your face.
 
THE GERMANS 
The German, are a mighty race,
 
Improving every year-

They lead the world in science.
 
Sauer.kraut. and lager beer.
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A DISCORD I MUSIC 
Mr. Schlosser (after placing all the scales on the h08rd)-Miu Fitzaer. 
ald. what would you do next, if you were teaching the class} 
Cella Fitz-I'd diamisa the class.. 
Mr. York (in Study Hall. trying to eliminate the noise)-Boys. did you ever 
hear that little .ong-­
Brown-No.	 sing it. 
There wal a young man from the city, 
He met what he thought wal a Kitty. 
He gave it a pat, 
And said. "You nice little eat." 
And they buried his clothe. out of pity. 
Taylor (in Physics Lab. spiel a rough.looking figure through lhe window) 
-Oh. look at that tramp I 
Ted-That isn't a tramp. you simp. That', Johnnie in hi. working clothes.
 
Mi.. Hartzell-Helen. what i. a parasite ~
 
Helen-It' a a thing full of air that gocs up.
 
How to find a girl out. Call when ahe', not 10.
 
Ikey-If you should die, what would you do with your body)
 
Maggie--I don't know.
 
Warren-I'd sell mine to a medical student.

• Ikey-Then you'd be giving yourself dead away.
 
A milkshake. When a cow is tossed from the track by a locomotive.
 
Ikey-Do you know the difference between capital and labor)
 
Bott- o. 
lkey-Well. if I loaned you 2, cents, that would be capital. If I tried to 
get it back. that would be labor. 
Running a paper is like poking a fire. Everybody can do it better than the 
man with the poker. 
HE DID T KNOW 
A tramp rang a doctor's doorbell. and asked the pretty woman who opened 
the door i£ she would ask the doctor if he had a pair of old trousers he would 
kindly give away. 
. '(' m the doctor," said the .miling woman, and the tramp nearly fainted. 
We take pleasure and
 
pride in presenting to our
 
readers "Dutch" Carey, a
 
bright young man of 19
 
year., who .hows remark·
 
able talent for the piano. His
 
playing is marked with ex­

citing tremolo that could
 
come from no other than a
 
deep student and lover of
 
mu.ic.
 
At a recent noon party 
given at the Assembly Hall, 
"Dutch" won great praise by 
rendering in ragtime. entirely from memory. "I Could Love a Girl Who Loves a 
Home. composed by Mr. D. W. Schlotser. 
Prof. Lloyd Greave.. (Windy for short) a dancing ma.ter. attending the 
part'y. was much impressed. and credited Mr. Carey with having ..the true muaical 
ragtime touch:' With further .tudy "Dutch" i. undoubtedly destined to become 
a Rag-time PaderewslU. 
The Polytechnic Journal has been following ..Dutch· ... musical career with 
intense interest ever since he became a resident of the Dormitory. and wi.hes him 
the be.t of SUCCe18 in hi. choaen profession. 
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DRY GOODS 
• 
THE BEST MADE 
THE PRICE PAID 
• 
e 
San Luis Obispo, California 
A Gentlemen', Re,ort 
Stag Billiard Parlors 
Catering to the students of 
the Polytechnic and Other 
Schools of the Community 
We Handle
 
THE BEST LINES
 
OF
 
Cigars, Candies and Cigarettes
 
ALSO
 
Pipes and All Brands of Tobaceos
 
OUR HOT AND COLD • 
SHOWERS EXCEL AU. OTHERS 
s. H. HAMPSHIRE. Proprietor A. E. BROOKI C, Manager 
Union National Bank
 
SAN LUIS OBISPO 
• 
CAPITAL $100,000 
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY 
u. S. POSTAL SAVINGS DEPOSITORY 
The FORD for Everything 
A D EVERYTHiNG FOR THE FORD 
Ford Garage 1240 Morro Street 
00 0 0 0 0 " 00 " 0 ...0 ,,~o·~o...o .;. 00 0 0 0 0 .C> 0 0 0 ¢-o '0 
\Ve believe in preparedness in our line. That's why we have prepared 
to attend to all your musical wants 
MERRIFIELD & CO. 
"':'0 0 0 0 ., 0 0 " Y 0·0 eo .0' 0 ~v .;. .;. 0 0 eo 0 0 (> 0 0 00 0 
Bud-Mae. do you know that l\h. King is looking for you} 
Mac-Yell That'. the reason he can't find me. 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 " C'-O~'V- 0< v'Xr ';''::0 0 O·..'¢O';/.; -'0;; 0:::0•. 0 0 o:~co 
Elmo Theatre 
• 
LAURA WHITE WOLF, Manager 
SAN LOUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA 
Morro and Marsh Streets 
Phone 606 J 
Automobile Acce"ori~ Buick Agency
 
Second-Hand Can Dodge Agency ,
 
SAN LUIS GARAGE
 
C. H. KAMM 
GENERAL GARAGE BUSINESS
 
SAN LUIS OBISPO. CALIFORNIA
 
1009-101 1 Monterey Street Telephone '62 
~o 0-": 0: -0: 0: -oO¢':;o-:,¢ «:::~.,:::o: ,o~ 0"'0-;;0 oc;..o ,~O: 0­ ·...0 0 ....0 o·...ooo~o,:: 
Joe G.-Are you afraid. dear? 
L j.-Not if you take that cigarette out of your mouth. 
Lind's Book Store
 
Agents for 
A.	 G. Spaulding & Bros.' Football. Baseball. 
Track and Tennis Goods 
Eastman Kodak Company Kodaks, Photographic Supplies 
Drawing Instruments and Materials. School Supplies 
Filing Cabinets. Oliver Typewriters
 
Office Equipment
 
Make this store your 
headquarters when in town 
779 Higuera	 Phone 314 W 
, 
­

Aston's Studio
 
FOR
 
PHOTOS
 
9S 7 Monterey Street (ncar Post Office) Phone 2>7 W 
O-"'O'~o,,-o -0 0 0 ., 0 -0 C' 0 -00 0-" 0 v 0 .. 0 (0 0 'J 0 v 0 " " 0 0 
Prof. Westover in Dairy I-On the Island of Madagascar. COWl grow to 
be only the size of a large MeTrino sheep. 
Ikey-Oh. thal'l where they get condensed milk. 
o 00 <:0 0 000 000 o· 000 " 0 -0 -';>0 <".. .;. ';'0 00 0 o~::-o 
DO YOU LIKE SPEED IN YOUR CLOTHES? 
Smart lines, lively patterns, novel shade•. and coloring.: 
all the newest idea. in 
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX 
Fletcher & Wickenden 
AMERICAN RESTAURANT 
Meals at all houri Open all night 
856 Monterey Street Phone 320 
PHIL GEORGE. Proprietor SA LUIS OBISPO. CAL 
Billiud T.bl... Re~iring •
 
Supplie. Speci.hy
 
Boss Billiard Parlors 
C. VAN PROYEN, Prop. 
Cigars-Tobaccos-Sofl Drinks 
Phone ))5 J 880 Monterey Streel 
TREANOR'S CLEANING WORKS 
Cleaning and Pressing 
All Work Guaranteed 
Telephone 521 W 1144 Mill STREET 
co;;:00 0 o:"'O~~~Of" 
SAN FRANCISCO PRODUCE MARKET
 
Fruit, Vegetables and Fish of All Kinds
 
Telephone .. 7 895 MONTEREY STREET 
Johnny (to Froah}-Co down town and get me a can of striped paint.
 
The F rosh wenL
 
True's Cleaning Warks 
All Work Guaranteed 
Work Called For and Delivered 
8,9 Monterey Street 
678 R. Office Phone 604 W. Work. Phone 
COMMERCIAL HOTEL 
J. W. BROWN, Proprietor 
CALiFOR IASA LUIS OBISPO 
• 
c 
NOT HOW CHEAP BUT HOW GOOD FOR THE PRICE 
• 
We handle nothing but nationally advertised lines. and OUT 
guarantee goes with every article sold. We feature Stein Block 
Clothing $25.00 to $35.00 per Suit. Other line. from $15 up 
J. L. ANDERSON 
Call Building Monterey Street 
oo~o~o~o 0 0 -0 O....cr'O·OiO:XI~OO,O 0_00 0 0 0"<1 0 0-0 o-~ 
Flakie--What coune are you going to graduate in. Dutch? 
Dutch-In the course of time, I gueu. 
o o~o-" 0-' 0 0-0 ,0::;'0'0,0" O"'O':~O'::OO :'O~"O"O 00 0 0 0"'0- 0 0 0 0-. 0 
THE OAK BARBER SHOP 
All Kinds of Hair Cutting, Shaving, Trimming 
and Massageing 
Cive us a trial 
Price. cheerfully quoted on any of your house furnishing. 
Defosset Fumiture Company 
THE HOUSE THAT SAVES YOU MONEY 
6S3-659 Higuera Street 
J. C. HILL g 
? ROWAN'SDe.le. In 8 
R 
QGuns, Ammunition and ~ 
~
. 
HOME MADE CANDIES AND Sporting Goods ~ 
~ COLD DRINKS 
Phone )11 W ~ 
~ 00000 v 0 0 oro 0 ~o 0 
~
° 00 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
o P. HUGHES6MEET ME 
•o TAILOR 
<­ A flne line of Foreign and Domestic 
At o Woolens 
o Always at Hand 
o • Sooulf.,uon C.....nle"c1 
Cleaning Repairing PressingRowan & Dailey's 
'5
b 
"9 Chona Sireet Soon L.. ,I Oh,lpo 
o 
000000 v 0 0 0 0 0 o'o~o:o 0 00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 00'0 
Lucille-Fergus put hi, arm around me twice. last night.
 
Ethel--Some arm I
 
Capital Stock. $300,000.00 
Surplus, $100.000.00 
Undivided Profits. $100.000.00 
COMMERCIAL BANK 
OF SAN LUIS OBISPO 
Deposits, $2,800,000,00 
The oldest and largesl Bank in the counly 
',0,:0(0·0,,0 0 0' 0 o::'o:o:»~~:o~:o:;:,o 0 0 O'XI 0 00 0 ,·o~~o~-o~o ococo 
.. 
San Luis Hardware and 
Implement Co. 
For a full line or 
STARRETf'S MECHANICAL TOOLS 
,
 
Stratford Clothe. Collian Clothe. 
-
W. H. SHULZE 
THE CLOTHIER 
Fownes Gloves Stetson Hats College Pennants 
782 Higuera Street 
., 0 ., ., " " 0 ., o 0-0·0 0 0 
San Lui. Obi.po, California 
., o· 00 -0 0 " 0 0 0 .., 0' " 0 0""'0­
MOTORCYCLES AND SUPPUES 
Oxy-Acetylene Welding 
STA R 
CHILDERS " HAMPTON 
A.1l work guaranteed 
CYCLERY 
1044 Monterey Street Phone 156 J San Lui. Obispo, Cal. 
00 ., 0 0 0 00 ., 0 oo~., ';'0.,0;.:0 ., ., ¢ i¢ 0 -0'0 O-'O"~O ,0·0:(:;0;;­
Mr. Keefer-Will you share my lot} 
Min Hill-Is there a house on in 
o 0 0 0 0 0 o",<·yo ·o,~o:~o·o' '0····0 "-')O~'C'?O" 0:::0 ., o-o-~o ., 0,.0·0,,*-:< 
W. D. ADRIANCE 
THE UP·TO-DATE SHOE HOUSE 
• 
Bakery 
Phone 27 
A. SAUER & CO. 
Groceries Provisions Crockery 
848 Monterey Street 
• 
c. H. REED 
Carries a full line of 
Paints-Implements-Hardware 
Your Patronage Solicited 
FORD-STUDEBAKER REPAIR SHOP
 
SAXON AGENCY
 
PAUL & fo,-tAUERHAN
 
1101 Monlerey Street Phone 232J SAN LUIS OBISPO
 
., 0 00 .-00-00'0''''0·' -0' 0 -0"0-:-«:0' ., ·O~OO 0' 'Q' '-0 -OXl..;Oo:"o- -0-'0 -0-::'­
Step in at AUSTINS lor your 
FINE CANDIES AND ICE CREAM
 
865 Monterey St.. Phone 86 SAN LUIS OBISPO. CALIF.
 
O;'X) O;'X). 0 O"~o ,o·:;co-"¢- -Oc"';O ., 0- -00 0 0-;;:00 o~...'O 0 0- 0"" ~ 
.,
 
o 710 Hisuera St. 
.,

,~Hc ~cllr~ ., 
., J. A. REMETZKY
.,
MILLINERY ,
.,
 GOOD SHOES SA LUIS OBISPO b
.,

CALIFORNIA 
.,
 
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CAL 
S oooooeoo:o;;:oo.o-~~o 0 .....0-.,'000:;;.0::.0>.'0 0'...0 0:"-0 0 0.-0 0 -0 0 0 '00;.). 
Firat Jane-J got a telegram from Flakie today.
 
Second Jane--Ohl what does he say about the game}
 
Finl Jane-Here it is: "Nose broken. Shall I have it set Greek or
 
Roman}" 
OOcO=::oooo OO';:O:--=O:::O~'O''''O'O:;::O'~·O'_O::':=O '0 00 ();Xl :'O~O-Xl o -0::"0: '0:)0"" 
Low Rates Definite 
ContractEasy Money to Loan 
Payments 
A. F. Fitzgerald 
Say! Stop at the Hotel 
ANDREWS
 
Courteous Attention Civen---Centrally LOCBted
 
The Home or the Traveling Man Prices Reaeonable
 
OO·::C:~OO{:<O"OO .hO~OO' 'OO~X:OO-:'::"OO·::""OO::>:;:00·' 00 00 'OO'~~OO'7P)
 
D. MUZIO 
GROCER 
670 MONTEREY STREET 
) 
SPERRY PRODUCT IN EVERY HOME
 
-
SPERRY DRIFTED SNOW 
FLOUR 
BEST BY EVERY TEST 
HILL'S BAZAAR 
Of course 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES ATHLETIC CooDS 
Agcntt! for Ans<:o Photo Suppliu 
.:-00 OQ ~ 
• 
SANDERCOCK TRANSFER CO. 
656 HICUERA STREET Phone 191 
OO<»OO""'>o<"""""">o<",-o""«>,,_,,,,,~ . '-00- 1:('00 QO 
Mr. Schlouer-Miu Hughes. what is the capital or Louisiana} 
Ellen-L 
Manhattan Shirts Crossett Shoes 
GREEN BROS. 
We give Green Trading Stamps 
Kuppenheimer Clothes Stetson Hall 
SINSHElMER BROS. 
Mo.t e.s.tenlive MeTC:.antile Establishment 
in the county 
~ ST. JAMES HOTELPALACE 
.. L C. BELL ProprIetor 
A § ~ Room. SOc. He, S1.00 BATHS and 
L 
o Taxi to Polytechnic School 
SHAVING ? 
o Rates given to parties of four 
PARLORS o 
A o F fee bu. to all tTain. 0,. 0 ".-0 " 0-:>0<:'0 0 0 0<-0 0 0"0" o 
C 
q
6 
~i 
o 
~ s. Aumaier 
E ?o Merchant Tailor g Cleaning and Preuing 
2 
o
 
1020 CHORRO STREET g 1}61 Monle.ey 51. San LUI, Ob,.po, Cal
 g 
0 .....0 O"'O~:>O-"'O O<::O.....O·..,O''OCO:::O::iO~O- 0 0"'0' _0 0 0 0 OO~·O 0 ...0 
Marcella-Why does Missouri stand at the head in railing mules?
 
Helen-Bec.aulle. that ill the only safe place to stand.
 
BANK EXCHANGE BARBER SHOP 
All work guaranteed. Give me a call 
C. H. BUCK, Proprietor 
B. G. LATIMER 
Eagle Pharmacy 
T ell!phone JS 886 MONTEREY STREET 
Sewed Sale. while you we;1 Modun Mochine.)' .nd • 
Abo Rubber Heel. Up-lo-OollI Method. 
Budar's Shoe Shop 
861 Monterey Street 
Prices reasonable. SAN LUIS OBISPO. CALIF. 
, 
GREENLEAF DRUG CO. 
Drug House of Quality 
U.abl,.h",cl 1888 
Toilet Arlicle. and Kodak Suppl..,.. P.e..,.• 'p!ionl Eaped.lI)' 
The betl lor you .lw.y... II:., Cream .nel Soda 
SAUER BUILDING 783 HICUERA STREET 
T. A.GREENLEAF 
00 .-0 0·, 00 ,~o.;;.o 0':':000 -0"'0--: 0"'·0 -'·VO 0..'0 0 0- -0·0 0 0-0-,0-0'" 
THE MODERN STEAM LAUNDRY 
CORNER BROAD AND PACIFIC STREETS
 
High Class Work Guaranteed
 
Quick Se...,,,,. T ",l",phone '7
 
o -0·0 0..-0 0 0 0-0 0 .... '0 00 v'" 0"0 0 0 0 " 0 0 0 0 0 0'"'0 0 
Are the three predominating features that make 
your glasses so comfortable 
when fitted by 
H. A. COWMAN 
Optometrist 
8S0 Higuera Street San Luis Obispo. Calif. 
o 0 0 0 O-Xl~O ·0 00 0 0.;:0 v-...or:.ry,o 0 0 00 0 0 'j 0 0 0 0 0 
Scotty-What are you doing with that magnifying glass} 
Hartmann-I'm trying to make a dime look like a dollal. 
O';'o'fJO·.;.O -O:;,:O·.;.O·O~\O ._o·:x;r.~;<y O'OCO':O"O'Y'"O:'" (, oJ ,,~:\O oo'~o -OJ. 
SAN LUIS JEWELRY CO. 
Always Reliable 
Corner Chorro and Higuera Street's 
o <O~'O:::-O 0' ° o:~ooO'.: O;:.'O:::'':-'::'OC'''':::O·::'O ··O ..,O!,~O :::O~rO{~O,,,O'~:"~;O':'O~O:.iO~~O~~ 
A STUDENTS DRUG STORE
 
You can depend upon our co-operation in everything possible
 
Kodaks and Finishing
 
• LAWRENCE DRUG CO. 
794 HIGUERA STREET SAN LUIS OBISPO. CAL 
O::~o ;;'0"'0 0.0:'0 0 :'0 0 -" .:," o::~o~~o~~O'~·o,::", o~o - 0' 0 0.,,:0 0" 0 0':'0 O:>,~O~~Of.: 
MR. BUYER-
You will always find the best of everything in our many linea at the 
right price 
UNION HARDWARE AND PLUMBING CO. 
JOHNSON BROS.. Proprieton 
-
 1119 c..den SI.ed Phone 43 
•
 
01. J. ~. A1111ual 
'Prinfed by 
FRANK E. GARBUTI CO. 
650.652 South Oli" Street T 
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